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the house, and "·hen completed they will
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T~LE_)?.IIONE TALK.

l\fr. Harry Douglass is conductor on the
Franklin & i\Jegantic Railroad, which runs
li
from Strong to Kingfield.
Tickets! please. ____

a full blood Jersey heifer calf of W.
make a pretty set of buildings.
Clark.
Farnsworth Elliott will build a new barn
\V. F. Clark has made 26 gallo11s of maYour choice between wheels and run\V. M. Hayden will close the photo•,raph
B
ckfi"'-ld
•
C
this spring and summer.
\Ve are pleased
nen~.
business in Canton, Saturday, May 7th,
U
•
pie syrup.
HIPS,
to sec the building go on.
Rev. Mr. Roberts p1:eached his farewell
Fran kl in Pl.
Nobody is talked ahout half as much as and move his saloon to Livermore Falls.
Edgar Lufkin has returned to Chicago.
the weather.
The village schools this summer are to sermon at the Methodist church Sunday.
Tracy and Gordon are nearly through
He did everything possible for his sister's
of Mr. \V. L.
Ripley Tuttle returni::d from Geneva, N. with their birch sawing at Abbott's
mill.
E. vV. Allen has just rcceh·ed a carload he under the instruclions
Dr. Dana's bill was $75 for one
Bonney of Tur_ner and '.\Iiss Florentine E. y '.\Ionday
Ch l B' b
1 •
b
d
t f recovery.
of lime. Sec his ad.
Dt:>arbon, of Canton.
The1· were to have
., •
•
;.
.
ares
is ee, w lO was urne
ou o visit.
X.
1I~. Ad. Gammon
Mechanic Falls, 1 home last fall, has bought a farm of AlLuca, uses the waste from Fuller's mill begun Monday, '.\lay 2 nd,· but owing to
Weld.
for fuel to run his engine.
certain sanitary conditions about the school was 111 town Fast da
bert Perkins of Woodstock.
A third story is being added to the main
The remaim of l\Ir. Roland Foster were
Charles N. C)1ild is off duty at \Vyman's
Dr. Davis advertises a nice safe for sale. bu!lding-s, and the. impossibility of remebody
of Dumme:·'s hotel.
dy111g
the
same
until
the
water
has
drained
h
h
h
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•
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•
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If you want a bargain give him a call.
off, our Supervisor and agent ha,·e decidroug t ere ram ' ulJurn, ., onday, for mill fiom sickness.
H. C. Ireland contemplates
building a
ed
to
defer
the
commencement
one
week.
interment.
That
sheet
containing
the
enactments
of
Eben Harlow will carry the mail between
two
story
building
to
be
occupied
as a
Mrs.
;\fary
Barrows
died
at
her
residence
the
Maine
Le2"islaturc
came
duly
at
hand.
Canton and Livermore after :VIay rst.
2 l bs. S trained Honey for 25 cts. at II.
store and dwelling.
II.
Burbank's.
Saturday,
April
23d,
after
a
long
and
seQ.yite
a
dash
for
a
country
editor-equaled
Rev. O. Roys bin town.
He will ocProf. A. A. Drury gave his course of lee·
vere illness.
by few, and surpassed by none. That
cupy the Free Baptist pulpit next Sabbath.
Anasagunticook
Lodge of Odd Fellows,
tmes the past week. With some he die!
Dr.
C.
B.
Bridgham
went
to
Cohasset,
school
law
is
good;
just
what
we
need
What will we do to beautify our villa"e Canton, observed the 68th anniversary of
here. The temperance
legislation
sur- not make a favorable impression, owing to
and our homes on Arbor day, May roth. tl_ie Ordet:, on Tuesday eYening, by :i so- l\fass., :VIonday, where he intends locating.
the fact that he gave public notice that his
cial
and
literary
entertainment
and
oyster
'.\Ir.
Harrison
Hutch
nson
is
on
the
sick
pass~s
our
expectation.
It
is
almost
a
perMiss H. l\I. Glines has been paintin"
supper.
A
good
number
of
Odd
Fellows
and papering
her millinery and fanc~
list.
feet theory, but in practice I think it might room would be open Sunday P. M., ·when
he would m~ke Phrenological
examinagoods store.
• :rnd their ladies, with invited guests, were
The
rent
over
C.
B.
Atwood's
store
is
be more effectual, if the_v would imprison
111attendance, and everything
passed off
tions anc: furnish charts.
The fact that a
Adolphu~ Harlow ofSumner, has bought successfully and pleasantly.
Worthy of undergoing repairs, and ,\·ill be occupied for life the first officer who neglected to
out thP. tooth-pick business of G. A. l-lar- especial mention was a recitation by Miss by Fred H. Atwood.
e,1force it. Call this radicalism if you man's morals are plainly shown by the
low of Buckfield.
Lizzie R u,se 11,en titled "The Odd Fellows'
Mr. and l\Irs. Ilenr_y Nulty returned wish, but first decide if here isn't where way in which he spends his Sabbaths,
This Lodge continues to prosshould cause a public lecturer to be. care·
See advertisement in this issue. Rem- March."
\Vednesday, where they much of the evil lies.
per, and is a power for good in our com- from Portland,
nants, elc., for sale, bv J. E. Stephens,
ful how he advertises in this manner. His
were
united
in
marriR~e
at
the
residence
\Vyrnan
and
Tracy
ot
Dickvale,
have
munity.
Rumford Centre.
•
of the bride's father, T. S. Bridgham, Esq. finished their birch sawing and are now last lectures were pronounced good.
John Recd hurt his hand quite badlv on
Rugs and old rubbers taken in exchange
D. A. Gammon has returned from his
They are at present stopping at the Buck- doing custom sawing.
Business this wina nail, while handling freight at the depot for goods, at Boston 5 Cent Store.
vacation.
He l,as been re-engaged to oc·
ter and spring has been unusually active
one day last week.
The Oxford Democrat gives us a friend- fielrl House.
cupy the pulpit of the Union church, one·
Mr.
Cyrus
Spaulding
is
treating
his
here
from
these
enterprises.
OLD
PL"T.
Edwin Thompson has sold his stand to ly notice and says the following good
half of the time for !t year, to commence
Gusta:-us Hayford fr. who wi!l occupy the word_s for the new enterprise :-'.'A
new house to a coat of paint. Jordan Bros. do
Hartford.
May 1st. He is to be supported by the
same in about a month.
candidate for patronage
in the Oxfo>rd the work. Aftt>r the job is fini,hed he will
<;aunty field is the Dixfield Citizen, pubIt
i,
said
to
be
easy
enough
to
rememFree
Baptist
and
Congregationalist
W. E. Adkins cut a bad gash in his leo- lished at Canton by Bro. Carver, of the probably have mixed paint for sale.
ber "·hat one is especially interested in, so churches.
A.
the•other day while cutting meat, but ~ Canton TELEPHOXE. Its local editor'for
Canton Point.
we must depend on our gift of remem·
able to be about the store yet.
Dixfield is Alhert D. Park.
It is a neat
Webb.
and newsy sheet, its "make up" being the
Ice left the river the ~1st quietly, con- brancc for news. The tn,,·elling is "rare
The Good Templars initiated four new same as the Canton TELEPHONE, with the
The expected rain has come at last.
trary to the expectations of many, as there and expensive" and we m:ty not be able to
members '.\Ionday e, ening, and elected ofPickens starts Monday morning
on
\Ve wish
ficers for the quarter beginning
'.Way r~t. exception of the local column.
was so large an amount of snow. The riv- retain dates and nnmes with accuracy.
it much success."
wheels.
He says the ,now is very deep in
er is not high at this time.
)Ir.
Edwin Howard states that he took
. l\Irs. Daniel Bisbee has peonies in bloom
places, between \Veid and V.'ilton.
All sizes and styles of pictures copied at
in her flower garden.
The_v came up Hayden·~ Photograph Saloon, Canton.
The Assessors are making highway tax. a load from his home to Lewiston m!trket,
John Snowman is to build a stable for
through the snow before it was all melted
A. B. Conant is having his lot in Hill- April 16, without passing over one hun•
Stanley on the west side of the Pond; he
away.
That excellent fraternal journal,
The
Osd Fcllmvs Register and Masonic Jour- side cemetery inclnsed with granite.
A. dred yards of bare ground .
has also moved the boat house from the
. F··emont \me, ofDixf. -le!," '!l soon be nai, con1c1 out with a ne,v drt!ss ot type, 1:. Foster ~.nd ~f. (.~)a110
C. ~3 O.sgooJ it. 1 .11'.il,g-f~1rtl·1er repairs
~re Join~ t!1e
York sho1e O\'er· to the cott,,,
gin work in G. \\i. ).1oone's harness shop.
on his house.
He ,,·ill move into T. n. Fuller's house, on nicely prit\~cd on a new press, and with work.
think they llle:in bmir·ess on
othe,r noti9eable improvcme1~t~. :\Ir. '!'· J. R. \Veld. who has J·ust commenced
Horace Dartlctt is givirtf his house a
the hill.
D. Sale ha¥ purchased a halt 'JI terest 111 ,
•
•
•
hook.
- ~
I
farm 111
g, has the lRck of .a pair of well coat of paint.
There is nothino- loft,· about the Li,-er- the paper and is now business mana"er
N. Dummer is enlarging, repairing and
'.\Ir. Demus Ricker is reported to be in
matched male calve;, from one of his cows.
more lligh School student~. vet the\· will while I3ro. \Vm. H. Smith will devote'\i;
putting a tin roof on h'is hotel.
work.
E\'er_v
John H. Daily died at Canton Point, failing he;-ilth.
play Above the Clouds, Saturda v eve~1ino· whole tim~ to editorial
A. G. Newman is haYing his house reApril 30th.
•
"'' member ol the I. 0. 0. F. and Masonic A ·1 .,,6 1
d
~
M
D
·1
1
d
There is no improvement
in the condifraternities needs the Ren-iste,.and Touma!.
pn - t 1 ' age 13 years.
r. ai Y 1~
painted on the inside.
Those indebted to C. R. Da,-is, accord- Only $1.00 per year-ic;
tion of :\frn. D. A. Corliss.
Middle St. Port- always been a hard working, industrious
Dexter Beedy has sold his farm to Foss
ing to notice elsewhere, are given until land.
matt. Hi, sickness was short, but disl\liss Emily Howard is engaged to teach
Phillips.
May 15th, to walk up to the doctor's office
Ile leaves a widow, three sons the summer term of school in Dist. No. 4.
20 nice, cut glass, crystal goblets for $i, tressing.
and settle.
C. S. York has gone to Augusta to work
at Ilostoa 5 Cent Store.
and three daughters.
II.
Miss Florence Xelson of Livermore, is
until time to make cheese.
Ile has bought
R. A. Barrows has been appointed asengaged
lo
teach
at
Hartford
Center.
Old subs.crihers of the TELEPHONE who
signee of the inwlvent firm ofE. F. Gould
a new vat and intends to do a thriving
Carthage.
l'l[r. Israel Fletcher called on old neigh& Co .. Also of Mar~hall G. Strout, declar- are mo1·e interested in Dixfield than Canbusiness making cheese.
He is a good
Carthage is away back in the woods, ( so
~on will surely want the new paper we are
ed an 111solvent debtor on his petition.
bors last week.
cheese maker, and in fact can turn his
issuing- for Dixfield and vici]ilitv, called to ~peak) at the present time, the nearest
Ilay is scarce, and selling for fifteen dol\Ve can recommend
all the local con- the CJTIZEX. \Ve have a first·rate :ocal
hand to most anything.
being at No. Jay,
cerns that are advertis; ng in this paper, editor there who writes up about two col- railroad communication
lars per ton.
H. n. '.\I.
Beedy has got his lumber all sawed,
as worthy and rdiablt.: parties to deal with. nmns of local news each week and makes a distance of about t 1vclvc miles and over
Mexico.
about forty thousand of clapboards.
E.
Remember them when lookin" for o-oods th p~per interesting
some very high hill,i· \Vith the cars n111and
newsy.
The
7
of any kind.
"'
"
Snow is most 1,rone. Traveling is very
price IS the same as the TELEPHOXE, and ning to Dixfield the future will look differDIXFIELD.
Dr. A. L. Stanwood latelv received no- we will make the change if vou onlv re· ent to the citizens of.ICarthage.
It would bad.
H. W. Park of)lexico, was in town on
Either paper shorten up the dista,1<e:eto the railroad to
tice from Calais, Mc., that l1is mare which quest it on a postal cird.
Hay is scarce and high.
Tuesday.
he has been keeping at that place for sev- only $1.00 per year in advance, and stop
about six miles. E~ S. Coe of Bangor,
There is quite a, demand for cows and
IL A. Randall, Esq., is attending court
t:ral years, has foaled a pair of twin colts, promptly when subscription expires.
owns a large tract o~ timber land here,and w·orking oxen.
after Olympus.
at Farmington this week.
15 lbs. Standard
Granulated,
19 lbs.
Martha Yirgin is to teach the summer
vVe have arranged our market quotations
Good Brown, or 17 lbs. vVhite Coffee Su- when the railroad ;f built to Dixfield he
Mr. Gates is making some improvements
will commence clea-~ng- this tract, which term of school in Dist. N@. 4.
so as to more complc:tely meet the wants gar for $r.oo at II. II. Burbank's
in the way of painting inside at his house.
Most of our young men are now preparof our community.
•
I)av1s• came out Monda)' morn· will help the worki/.g ~ class of Carthage
.
- . Hoth Boston 'and
Engineer
Miss Plummer, who has been West for
•
• locomotive
• all sh111111g
• · 111
• new very much.
Good,~in Br0s. are already ing to go on to the river and lakes driving
,C anrt on pnces
d tare given
d f: . on a few. of the · mg
wit• l1 l11s
some years, is now at her father's,
,eac mg pro uc s an am,ly supplies.
p,{int and polished brass.
Jones Bonney, doing a good busint!ss at their mill, and lumber.
There is no lumber to be driven
Master Lester Cox gave a birthday parKathan Reynolds will soon be back in the _fireman, had scrubhcd off every spot when they can ship ttheir freight to Dix- out of Swift river this spring, which is
ty on Tuesday evening.
Our little folks
his old store, with new ceil\ng, paint and ?f 011, and ~he looked as _clean and bristli_ng
wish birthdays would come oftener.
At something very unusual.
pape~· on every ha,,d_ He is now putting
111 the sunlight
as poss1b_lc for a mach111e field, their business ;will be increased.
No one on the sick list that I know of at
Berry's Mills there :ire several good mill
up his go<?d~, and will have a better place to (o_ok, _as
she stood beside the platform
l\Irs. Toothaker has gone to Boston to
to meet his customers than ever before.
• wa1t111g!or the word.
As the crowd ,tood privileges and no doubt a large business this writing.
select her spring stock of millinery.
around admiring,
'.\fr. Da,-is looked as
Our enterpri;,ing
young doctor, H.J.· ~ vVe extend our thanks to those young
will be done there. ij One mile below the
As a hair dressing- and renovator. A 1·er's tickled as a boy in new pants.
01-ff attento help hang the
Hair Vi 5 or is universally commended~
It tion was called to the two scenes painted :Mill,, a mill is al rel' Jy being built by Mr. Binford, is as usual doing a good husiness men who volunteered
eradicates dandruff, cures ernptions of the on either side of the head light.the artis- James Tuttle, to sav· all kinds of lumber. in adjoining towns.
I think that Mexico school house bell.
scalp, invigorates and beautifies the hair, tic work of Mi's. Davis.
One was a very Besides all of this,, e think \Veld would was very fortunate in ha,·ing so fine a
The Academy bell is in position.
lt
and prevents its fading or turning gray.
natural representation ofRumfonl Fallsland all of its freigh at Dixfield. which is young man settle in town as Dr. B. ap- adds greatly to the building, making it
so
natural
we
could
almost
hear
the
cata·
Mr Geo. H. Cushman and wife of Buckpears to be.
look more finished.
The tone is excellent.
1fuild the R. F. & D.
field, were in town Tuesday evening, at- ract roar. This is conclusive proof that no small amount.
Mrs.
F.
B.
Smith
expects
her
daughter,
\Villiam
Putnam
has
painted his cabinet
the
R.
F.
&
n.
will
"run
up
and
meet
the
R. R. through to Di!-field b_vall means!
tending the Odd Fellows' festivities.
11rs.
Mrs. S. B. Brackett, home from ~ew shop.
C. will remain in town a few davs. visit- Falls face to face."
J. F. Libby of Bert·y's '.\Iills is quite feeing her former n,..ighbors and old friends.
Miss Josie Kidder has returned to her
UXKXOW::S-.
l3orn..
blc, and not able ti!,, do any work.
He York soon.
home to teach.
Nathaniel Thomas Tr. presents the editor
Canton-Apr.
27, to the wife of Mr. Fred Rowe, went to Brunswick 1 !!,t week for treatment.
RUMFORD CENTRE.
"·ith two apples that laid out on the grnund a son.
Herbert Brackett, who has been absent
Byron-Apr.
, to the wife of Joth,un Shaw, a
Carthage is to ha 1 i guide-boards put up
•1
S I •
I
all winter.
They were as bright and fresh
for five _years, i~ now staying with his
15
,
,,,,ht»r.
th'
.
•
The
17th
of
Apn
was
the
7t
1
birtht
ay
looking as ever. A. S. llathav.my, Esq., d 1 ~ father.
1s spnng.
•
,
.
Franklin Plantation-Apr.
P, to tlic wife of Chas,
O
bl, .
p 1i 'l f
t S C th .
of 11rs. Sarah r.-Iart111. It was rememberalso dropped in with a pair of apples he
0
1 ., a
0 igll1g
Mr. Marsh, of the can shop, is to move
H.
Farnum,
a
dauglitcr.
ur
•
o.
ar
age,
ed
bv
her
children,
o-rand
children
and
picked up by the roadside in Livermore.
into the house soon to be vacated by A.
Orr's lsl:md-Apr.
,,, to the wife of Rev "·m. ' ha~ a nne lot of notel paper and envelopes
•
.
b
'
It 0 se ll . p a t rans o f th e o ffice s h ou Id b uy great
K. P. Marsh, Esq.
Village improvements
have hegun. '\V. Carver, a son.
. grand children, on the 18th,. by gath.
Phillips-.\pr.
22, to the wife of l\lr. 1''. E. Tim·
of hi'in.
enng at her home where she lives with
Young ladies have circulated a subscripStanley Virgin has just painted
the
tion paper for building a sidewalk from G. hcrhl.kc, a daughter.
1'-1arricd.
Onlv about three ··eet of snow here now. her son Edwin, which is the same place Chub House for H. 1\1. Cox.
F. Towle's to the school house. They
. •
she moved to sixtv-five years agD from
have met with good success, and probabl v
Porthncl-:Apr.
19, ;\fr, Hcnrv H. ::S:ully of Uuck It will all be off by t' 1e first of June.
D.
_
J
K. S. Stowell is at work in the can fac.
Concord, N. II. They gave her a large tory.
the much needed plank walk will be sooi1 fide!, and .\liss lklle Bridgham of Portland.
Died
Eai-:t
R,un1tord.
arm chair and other useful things, which
laid.
Mr. Hutchinson has mm·ed into the AlBuckfield-Apr.
23, Mrs. :.\Iary Barrows.
Roads are horrid. 1
she was very much pleased with.
Iler bert Smith house recently purchased by
The exh usted and drowsy feelings,
C,1nton
Point-..:\pr.
2(1, ).fr. John II. Daily, aged
l
d
•
Ice left the river t,he :i3d, last year the memory is good, an when asked to s111g him.
common tcJ-spring time, indicate an im- 73 years.
pure and sh ,gish condition of the blood,
'\-Veld-Apr. S, Mrs. Rachel Juel kins, ag-cd p yrs. 13th.
took her place with the rest at the organ
Mr. Burnham, of the firm of Burnham
which 1nay b remedied by the use of Ayer's
Carthage-April
12, :.Ur. Fred Brown, aged 23 yrs.
Bees gathered pol';-n the 21st inst., last and sang with a clear voice. She says & Morrill, hits been in town this week to
Sarsaparilla.
It is the most powerful, and,
A BUSINESS BooM-has struck Eastern year the qth of Apt, l.
this winter is a hard, long winter, but not select a site on which to build the corn
at the same time, most economical blood
factory.
\Ve hear that he has ~elected a
purifier known.
Oxford County, and if you want to keep
Ed Abbott and t,;is aunt Octavia, are so long as the first winter after she came po;ition near the spool factorv lot. The
to town. The snow came Oct. 5th and did factory is expected to be completed in July.
'.\Irs. Cora Clifford adcled to the boquet posted on the progress of all these new en· moving up to the o s homestead.
v. E. Fuller is sc 1,nJ
)I agent in Dist. No. not go off until spring.
in our sanctum ome beautiful red roses, terprises, and the railroad extension to
It is expected to be of great benefit to the
Rumford Falls, with the consequen,t: dee ir
grown from a house plant that was taken velopments
place and farmers about here.
at that place, you can do 80 by 4·
tr '.r.
\Valdo Pettengill has begun operations
from the cellar but five weeks previous.
C. K. Cary and ,,,,~ather
are operating
on his ne"' barn. \Ve expect to see the
This plant has made a remarkable growth, reading the CAXTON TELEPHO:SE. SamLIME FOR SALE.
Try it. their saw mill.
•• u~~
best one in this secti0n.
producing some fifty buds on sterns that ple copy sent free to any address.
I have a ear load of nice white Canada
1
~~
---Cary
Welch
is
~$~ving
down
to
the
Dana
Kimball
will
build
a
good
barn;
hl),ve made their entire growth since the
Lime to be sold for $1.25 per cask, for
middle of March.
Alsike Clover at Burbank's.
Frank Walton placv~}ji Peru.
also make some change with his other the next 20 days.
E. W. ALLEN.
Canton, April 27, 1887.
Fish Poles at Boston 5 Cent Store.
A. B. ,valker of P<~ru, recently purchas- buildings, tearing down some, painting
Dos-ton
5 Cent; Sto1•e.
1
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.Business Directory.
Advertisements r,nder this k eading inserted for
cents per #ne for one year.

50

-CANTON.BosToN 5 CENT STORE, Holt's Block. Furniture,
Crockery, Glass & Tin Ware.
Great bargains in

5 and 10 cent goods.
C R DAVIS, Dentist, Officeaver Brick Store. At
Dixfield first Tuesday and \Ve<l.in each month

N ATHA::-J REYNOLDS,
H.egistered. Apothecary.
AS llATHAWA
y ,[nsurance and Real Estate Agent.
H I-I BURBANK,
Flour, Groceries, Dry Goods,
Fruit and Confectionery.
D BRADFORD,
Ilrick Store, General Stock.
BRIDGHAM
& JoH:-JSON,
:Meats
& Groceries .
.AC RrcK::-lELL, J\Iillincry and Fancy Goods.
0 A BRIDGHAM,
Groceries & l\Icats.
:\1 B Tuo~Es, Drugs, 1'1:e<licines & F::rncy Articles.
C BA1ta.ows·, Furniture, C_rockery and ioc. Goods.
:\1 G STROUT, Provisions and Groceries.
0 GAMMON, Lime, Salt, Produce and :Supplies.
AT BRYANT, General Store.
BICKNELL
& STETSON,
Blacksmiths.
LC CouCRN,
Flour, Grain and Feed.
G F To,v'LE, Pianos, Organs and Musical G·oods.
~frss
ABUIE
ToH::-JSON, Fashionable
Dressmaker.
J.P. Swasey, Attorney and Counsellor at L~tw.

-WEST

PERU.-

w

8 \VALKER
& SoN, Groceries, Flour, Hardware,
Paints and OiJs. Burial Caskets a specialty.
1\-Irs.s E 1 Tucker, l\Iillinery and Fancy Goods.

LIVERMORE.
F ADA)Is, Physician an<lSurgeon.

GEO

BUCKFIELD.

l .AK Additon,&

Registered Apothecarv.
lfillincry ;.\nd Fancy Goods.
JioLI.AN.Q
Cusrn,L.\.N, l\Ieats and Provisions
C S CnILDs,
Dentist.
Vapor or Ether.
C. B. Brid~ham, ~·1. D. Office at residence.
RAWSON,

,

WEST SUlliXER.
CHANDLER,
Dry Goods & Groceries.
J-IAROLD CnANDLl<:n.,
Commercial & lob
EL TUELL, Fancy & Ladies' Furnishing

II B

Printer.
Goods-.

G Bis oEI!:,Custom Boot and ·Shoe :\faker.

EAST SUMXER.
"\V H EAST~rAN,
Seedsman.
Choice
Seeds ofmy own Growing a sp~clalty.

Vegetable

-::'-<ORTH TURNER.North Turner

House.

Elias Keene, Proprietor.

Communications,

Etc.

OUR:BOSTON'
LET:I:ER.

ed t< the club, notwithstal!_Q!!l_g..the changed mime. Judge Cooley, however, is equal
to th~occasion.
Ile has informed the rail-·
road inanagers that· they are under obligation to still manage the charges placed in
their care. The government
assumes no
rights of control-it
simply says, "Do
right, be honest and just, and to all."
Thus the law may never go into operation
further than to exist, if railroad managers
will do right and be honest men. The
thief ever cries "thief," thus we hear the
din. Political hucksters are now shouting, "State rights are endangered by the
law." \Vere the State to make a law bearing upon U. S. liquor license tax these
same quacks would shout the supremaCJ'
of the general government
is in danger,
especially its revenue.
Rev. A. f. Furman, of Pittston, Penn.,
is writing a history of t'Ti.eFurman family,
ar-id he solicits items from its members.
Three brothers came here in colonial times
from Alsac, Loraine.
One settled on
Long Island; many of whose descendants
removed to Maine.
Should any be readers of the TELEPHONR they would do well
to comtnunicate with Mr. Furman.
So it appears that Bunyan, in "Pilgrim's
Progress," coined the slang phrase, "It's
a cold day."
Who of the TELEPHONE
readers can tell where it occurs.
I was pleased to learn that brother Harris, of Mechanic Falls, was granted a pension; also brother Wood of Livermore
Falls. Th.e Lord looks out for the lame
and good.
Om· testy brother of the Phonograph,
having disposed of his interest therein (if
we are rightly informed)-It's-your
humble ~ervant has posed now and then in the
singular person-no,
he's sharp;
that
won't do-in the first person singular, as
you will note. I have not changed my
pG'llitics, or religio!1, or name. I am the
same, identical, ",ve, us and our."
-Cncle George has returned. O. K. He
found the boys seeding, and the conditions
favorable.
Ile sends regards to all.

feet, during all ,t:r~ich
time the sheriff
and deputy werie calling on the men to
throw up their hands and surrender, but
this they did not do, and Degan, wheeling
his dying horse sp that he was facing the
sheriff, began drlf--ving his revolver. When
the revolver was1foa1f way fr0m its scabbard, he was shot through the breast, and
fell from his horse, quickly followed by
Fitzpatrick, also mortally wounded from a
bullet through his breast.
In a short time
the two men and one horse expired near
together in the street.
That these were desperate men, no one
can doubt.
It is reported that when they
saw the sheriffne;ring
the town, they rode
up to a billiard hall (more properly a saloon) and ordered whiskey, which they
drank heavily, at the same time saying
they would "rope" the sheriff when he
came, or would ''lead" him, but would
never be taken. The ;heriff had received
a telegram that a man had been shot by
these men the day before. After receiving
the telegram he had rode twenty miles in
a buggy, and found the men still firing in
the town; saw them ride out to the edge
of the town, reload their revolvers, and
start back toward him; gave them plenty
of time to surrender, iflhey de,ired to do
so; knew them to g.elong to a class of men
who were dead shots; had every reason to
believe, when they refused to sur:·ender,
that they meant to shoot, and shoot to
kill; that there was nothing left for him
to do, but to kill them, or himself be killed.
Certainly no one who will consider all
the circumstances in this case can find any
fault with the part Penn took in the mattcr. The day is past when the cowboy can
with impunity endanger or destroy life or
property in this county.
The verdict of coroner's jury was that
the men came to their death at the hands
of the sheriff and his deputies, while said
sheriff and deputies were in the discharge
of their duties.-Custer
Co. (Neb.) Republican.
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Infants arid Children.

..Castorlaissowelladaptedtochil' drenthat
•
• .,
[recommen d Itassupenortoanyprescnpwon
known to me."
H- A. Aacima, M. D.,
111So. Oxford St., Brookl,yn,N. Y.

Castorla cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour
Diarrhcea,
Kills Stomach,
W
gives
sleep Eructation,
and promotes di•
gestk>r;r:1s,
'
Withoui iD,juriousmedication.
Tim CENTAURCol!PANY, 182 Fulton Street. N. Y.

JUST RECEIVED
A CARLOAD

OF

Bosrox, April 20, 1887.
One full week will elapse before my
words will see the light of the public eye,
thus it is little I can say about the weather
and b~ very timely in my remarks, alI shall open my Repository May 1st with 50 Open and Top caniages of different
though as we all know we can say almost
styles and makes.
lfarnesSP,S, Robes, \Vllips, Blankets, Etc., or anytheng
you
SIIo~IER.
Deputy Sheriff O. ~- Jones, mentioned
anything about N. E. weather and have it
above in this little "fracas,"
will be re- may want to fit out a team, can be found at
apply at som~ one or more points during
membered in Canton and vicinity as Oliver
each succeeding twenty-four
hours.
Yet
J'tl'STEHB1EHOMI..lIDE.
Jones.
\Ve don't believe anybody would
there ~re worse things in this world than
Hitf
Canton, April 20, 18S7.
N. E. weather·, Mark Twain to the contraOn last Friday, April 1st, a most bloody be afraid of q11ie should he some day turn
up
in
Canton
with
all
his
war
paint
on.ry, notwithstanding.
tragedy was enacted at Anselmo, in this
Beverly! Beverly! who did not get a fee? county, resulting in the death of William EDITOR TELEPHOXK:.
What __
is a fee? When is a fee a bribe? Degan and Hugh Fitzpatrick, two cowboys
$20,000
launched the town of Beverly from the Middle Loup.
'fhe facts, as apFarms.
How much did it take to dismem- peared from the evidence given at the corber Poland?
Senator Slattery must ever oner's inquest, are as follows :
point the fact that not all humanity is susOn last Thursday,
Degan, very much
ceptible to the temptation
involved in intoxicated, came to Anselmo, where he
CAXTO:'<.~[E., Dec. 21st, 1885.
"Boodle."
met Fitzpatrick.
The two then proceeded
J.
A.
BUCKNAJI
&
Co.,
Flom
Dealers, Mechanic Falls.
Father Phelan, a prominent
Catholic to "paint" the town in true cowboy style,
The Pure Gold Flonr, which J pnrcha~ed of you, is the
priest of St. Louis, puts things right as re- by Rhooting into'huildings,
~rorking cars
best flour I ever 1;'.sed for the price. It is good enough
gards Ir'csh Catholics, who arc so frequent- and whatever seemed to suit them for a
for me, hence, i~is good enough for a Kiug.
-----..ly~fo-un~be
politk~l- co~:~·:1ptio1_,!st".;I~~ targ-et. During their indiscrin1inate
firing
X AHDI ;\IOORE.
•};)'S, •'vve n1ust f,ut dt1t h·cd-d-ffib-ehrnllet they came near slinoting a yo•mg 1c1anat'
right here.
These ballot-stuffing
and work in a barn, and another man on the
bo9dling Irish
Catholics
never go to street.
Degan finally entered a billiard
thurch.
The ballot burglars in st: Louis hall and shot a young man through the
are our parish hoodlums.
They never go foot. This was on Thursday, and the next
to church and their Sundays are spent in morning found them still in town with
rnloons or driving their bloated malls Degan yet very drunk, and engaging
in
OXFORD, l\Ic.
along the frequented thoroughfares.
They pistol practice about the town as on the
.T. A. Bumo,AJL & C0.; Gentlemen:[t gives )llC
are a mere cowardly and dirty race of day before. At this jnnctme a telegram
plea,me to give youmy experience with the Flour wlnch
penitentiary
birds; nothing more. The was sent to Sheriff Penn, at Broken Bow,
I have hHd <lf yo11 known as the Pure .Gold. \Ve have
priests do not speak of the crime of ballot informing him of the conduct of these men,
used it in our family fm· tl1e most of the t1111c f~r the l_ast
three years. 1 can safely say for price and qnahty I tlunk
stuffing any more than they do of burglary,
and that they bad shot a man the day beit the be~t grade of flour l have ever l>ought. \Ve have
for the very good reason that the ballot fore. On receipt of this telegram, Penn,
never.found a poor barrd as yet.
, .
stuffers, like the burglars,
never come accompanied by Deputy Sheriff Jones, imYours very respectfully,
,v. ;if EWELL 'IHWIAS.
within ear shot of the ptilpit."
The Bay
mediately start<•d to Anselmo.
In the
State has a clean record, so far as her meantime Degan and Fitzpatrick learne9
"Irish Catholic" sons are concei,ned. They
of the telegram and that Penn was expect~ ' T11Lspmnler never varlcs. A marvel of purity,
might be named by the score, among our
d Tl
k d p 11
~
l
'r .strength an<l whole~omnt:~s. l\fore economical th,rn
e •
1ey as e
c 1a1n or a coup e o . the ol"dinary kinds, an<l Gfnaot be sold in c~nnpctimost prominent
men of present afrairs.
saddle horses, stating that they intended tion witl.1the mnltitnde 01~1owtest, sh01;tw.
eight al•
•
• ~
nm or phosphate powders
Sold 011/y in cans. [y1.1
We have had a frw such who have kicked
to give the sheriff a run. Pelham refused , ROYAL BAKIKGPowDER co., 100\Vall St., N. Y.
over the traces, but by their fellows have to lel them have them, but ofl"c,red to send,
•
. -been thrust back into place. \Ve had one them out of town with a team. This offer E.
ALL
N,
Canton.
such recently, but His Honor, the Mayor, they refused to accept, and finally procurTEACHER
OF ,VOCAL MUSI.C.
•
sent him to his place, and now this recreant ed a couple of saddle horses.· It was in thave Peerlessall(lJtanley
organ which
one having made a big stake irt "west end evidence that Fitzpatrick,
who, all the I ,;ell at reasonable r'idces; warrnnte<l for
land," it is intimated that he is to quit the
•
.
.
five yean;. Tnose in: want of an organ or
time, seems to have _been less intoxicated
piano will do well t~• call on or address
That our kind intentions will be duly appreciated, and our
rum business, find an honorable calling,
than Degan, then tncd to get the latter to the above.
ThcRe o~xans are well made
attend church, and become a credit to his leave to'hn with him, but without success, in cv<'ry re,pect,qni<\'k in action, brill;ant
race, his church and our common man- and they both continued to ride about in tone, and voiced ·rn they are ea,y to
hood.
•
.
sinowith. _ Tlicy ar,, sP.co11dto none.
town on the sidewalks
and through build__
,.,
____
Hurrah for Minnesota.
Gen, Nettleton
ings, Degan at least keeping up a con tinIi!:!" c\
I wil_Imail (FREE)_ on
says that her republican legislature
has uous firing.
i
. [;.'-,.""'fl• receipt
of a 2 cent
The sheriff and his deputy
c • t "
le
I
been true to its anti-saloon
pledges.
In
s amp, a r~~~?) wiYr
·~{)~~:eE
VEGETA
L ,, ill remember that we are selling Grnceries and Provisiong
entered town from the east, and when De- BALM TAX, FR i;cKLES,
PD-lPLES,
cities of 10,000
inhabitants and over the gan and Fitzpatrick
Having lately put on a delivery
saw them coming, BLOTCHES, BLACK ~HEADS, ETC,, learn1g as low as anybody in town.
license tax is fixed at $1.000.
The Rum theyin 11nediately started rapidl_y \\'esbvard, the skin !;oft, clear and b</ mtiful.
team,
we
shall
be
pleased
to
delive1· goods anywhere in the
Giant is harassed on all sides in the State.
Touch with thi~ compoj •Hl the soft_lily cheek,
shooting and yelling, and rode as far as
An<lthe bright glow w, ,, licst its v1rtues speak..
Switzler, chief of bl!reau of statistics,
village or at Gilbertville to good, i;esponsible parties, on
the station house, where they halted, reAl~o instructions for prol· • cing a luxuriant growth
finds facts are stern things to deal with,in loaded their revolvers and started back in- of
hair on a b:tld head or 11-} nw;>th face. AdilressIY52
their re'lation to party success.
$900,000,to town. In the meantime, the sheriff and A. D._STEMPEL, 60 Ann :L~' New York.
000 spent in drink in the United States in deputy had left their buggy,
and hurried
one year-1886-a
fact presented in hi; re- westward toward the station house. accomport 'makes his party brethren wince. We panied by Humphrey
Smith, whom the
Thal Wonder:\,d Remedy for
Prohibs. can say "Let the galled jade sheriff had pressed into service.
"\Ve haYn't any special bargains to offer at th is time.., .but
When
wince; our withers arc unwrung."
It is these parties saw Degan and Fitzpatrick
vou
will
find our stock of G1--occries
Provi.
ions
the value of which' rrY,any ladies in this visaid that officer Switzler is a democrat. Is returning, they stationed themselves
be- cinity can testify to, i s still for sale bv
~omplete, and Prices
lleasonable.
it possible that democratic ascemlency at hind a building which it was evident the
Give us a trial.
1frs. II. I·I. BUR' 3ANK, Canton, 1\'Ie.
all depends upon rum haffic affiliations?
latter would pass, the sheriff at the same Trial
Packa/;:;c
Free.
·+-46
Who would be classed with a party that time instruc~ing the others to first order
would for success at the polls in the least the men to halt and "lhrow up,'' and if
The undersip,-ned ,-..-ishes to give noti_ce
tolerate extending
sympathy to such a they did not do so to shoot their horses,
that Geo. B. Staples liis buying wood lor
monstrously
infernal business?
Do net but not to shoot the men so long as it
fuel and poplar ,vooct ,m .his own account
All kinds Farm Produce taken in exchange for g
permit it. Come with us, where you can could be helped.
,vhe1t Degan' and Fitz- and has been ~ince lfle,t fall, and not a~
say, and b©ldly: "The saloon must go," patrick came near the building, Deputy agent for the Deni..,_,-.,r,,Paper l\If~. Co.
DENISON r f.\PER MFG. C
and thus feel your soul lifted several de- Jones stepped out and ordered them to halt
By ADNA T. DENIS, .. ·, Pres.
. m4
grees towards Heaven's bliss, from saying and throw up their hands.
To this they ----•UC: - - ---The subscriber having purchased a lot
so from your heart.
paid no heed, and both their horses were
~
f;_/f(!/lf!,,YJ,
of fine pure blood Wya~dolles,_ sev":n _pul8
The interstate traffic act still excites shot through
<~ ·'
lets nine months old, will furmsh sittings
the ;lwulders.
Degan's
much comment.
It reminds us of the bo_v's horse dropped t0 his knees, but by use of
Boot
S1:\~oe
Maker.
of eggs 13 for 75 cents.
The l;>irds a!·e
Over P. Iloclge's l .'·incksmith shop. All warranted to be as fine a.§ can be found m
club; who, when they changed the name bridle and spurs he was brought to his
kinds of rnpah-ing. r'. Custom making to I the State.
First come fir ..t served.
of lhe club, passed a series or" resolutions
feet again.
After the horses were shot
measure, from Tho1\ 1'ias· celebratedcalftoj
t
I. B. ~;~~!~re.
affirming they were the boys who belong- they travelled forward about one hundred
fiuest French.
Ord ,Lrs solicited.
3-37
3 1+
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FR~NK STANLEY,
THE

FORMOtHS.

HOUSEKEEPER.

==============-=-==
HOME
HAPPINESS.

Take spirits
of turpentine
common
paint-brush
(pew) goand
all with
around:
the edges and corners of your carpets once
Probably nineteen-twentieths
of the hap- in the fall and spring of the year, and you
piness you will ever have you will, ~et at will never be troubled with 1m,ths. It is
--Dealer
in-home. The independence that comes to a also good applied to stuffed furniture as it
man when his work is ov~, and he feels evaporates quickly and never leaves a stain.
that he has run out of the storm into the Soak it in well and do not be afraid of usquiet harbor of home, where he can rest ing too much.-The
Qusekeej;er.
in peace with his family, is something
Wonderf
real. It does not make much difference
Vl. D. Hoyt & Co., /holesale and Retail
whether you own your house or have one
little room in that, house, you can make Druggists of Rome, Ga., say: \Ve have
been selling Dr. King's New Discoverv,
that little room a home to you. You can ElectricBittersand
Bucklen,s Amica Sal;e
people it with such moods, you can turn for two years. I lave never handled remeto it with such sweet fancic;, that it. will dies that sell as well,_ or give such universal
There have been some wonbe fairly luminous with their presence, satisfaction.
derful cures effected by these medicines in
and will be to you the very perfection of a this city. Several cases of pronounced
home. Against this home none of you Consumption have been entirelv cured bv
should ever transgress.
You should al- use of a few bottles of Dr. King's Ne~v
ways treat each other with courtesy.
It is Discovery, taken in connection with Electric Bitters.
\,Ve guarantee them always.
often not so difficult to love a person as it Sold by Kathan Reynolds, Druggist.
(r)
is to be courteous to him. Courtesy 1s of
greater value and a more royal grace than
c,acoanu.tPie.
some people seem to think.
If you will
When in need of GOOD GOODS AT but be courteous to each other you will
CAKE.-2 eggs, r cup sugar, 1-2 cu,i
FAIR PRICE3, give me a call. It will soon learn to love each other more wisely,
sweet milk, 2 cups flour, I teaspoon cream
be for your interest, as well as miue, to do profoundly, not to say lastingly, than you tartar,
r-2 teaspoon soda.
CREAM.so. No trouble to show goocls, even if ever did before.
Bring to the boiling point a half pint
you don't, ·want to purchase.
(large measure) sweet milk, and then add
to it, r egg, 1-2 cup sugar, r spoonful corn
BLEACHING.
Call at the Store of
starch, 3 spoonfuls coacoanut dissolved in
White muslin clothes that have become a little milk. Bake' the cake in three
dingy from washing in hard water may be Washington pie tins and spread the cream
whitened by dissolving twelve ounces ef between the cakes. Frost the top of pi_e
ch lo ride of lime in a small quantity of soft and sprinkle dry coacoanut over it.
boiling water, to every five pounds of musActive,PushingandReliable.
lin. When cold strain it into enough waand .ee his Fine Stock of
Nathan Reynolds can always be relied
ter to cover the goods. Boil them fifteen
minutes in strong soapsuds, wring out in upon to carry in stock the purest and best
goods, and sustain the reputation of being
clear, cold water; then put the goods in active, pushing and reliable, by recomthe chloride of lime solution, lifting them mending articles with •well e.,tablished
Having
up and down so as to give first the solu- merit and such as are popular.
the agency fo1· the ,elebrated Dr. King's
tion and then the air access to them. Rinse New Discovery for consumption, colds and
well and dry. Then scald in clear, soft coughs, will sell it on a positive guarantee.
water and dry. If clothes are laid in the It will surely cure any and every affection
sun and moistened with suds made of soft ofthroat, lungs, or chest, and in order to
pro\·e our claim, ,ve ask you to call and
water and soap they will gradually grow get a Trial_ Bottle Free.
( 1)
wh;te.

Dixfield,

Maine.

i

CROCE RIES,

PAINTand PApER'

1

IS NOW THE ORDER OF THE DAY.
I wish to mform my customers that I am now prepared
to show my spring stock of Wall Papei•s,
which was
never larger than this year, comprising Browns, Whites. Satins, Micas, and an elegant line of about 50 Styles in Gilt.
Having purchased a machine for trimming paper, I shall hereafter trim all paper bought of m_e,Free of Cost.

BOOTS
& SHOES,

I have also a large line of

YIINDOW
SHADES
ANDFIXTURES,

Confectionery,
Fancy Goods,
Jewelry, Etc.

--AKD--

READY FOR USE.
Don't fail to examine my stock before purchasing elsewhere.
N

REYNOLDS

:.t

•

•

E

W.G~
HRRLOW.
DressGoods,
Groceries,

FANCYGOODS,
Boots

and

ENJJYLIFE.

Shoes,

\Vhat a truly beautiful world we live in!
Nature gives us grandeur of mountains,
glens and oceans, and thousands of means
of enjoyment.
\Ve can desire no better
when in perfect health; but how often do
Gent's
Furnishing
Goods
the majority of people feel like giving it up
disheartened,
discouraged and worn- out
And evervthing
usuallv found ma
with disease,when thereis noocc'lsion for
well-appointed
village store,
this feeling, as every sufferer can easily
obtain satisfactory proof, that Green's August Flou-er, will make them free from disAT REASONABLE
PRICES.
ease, as w-;;._s
born. Dyspepsia and Liver
Complaintjtre the direct causes of seventyfive per cerlt. of such maladies as BiliousDIXFIELD,
MAINE.
ness, Indig€jstion, Sick Headache, Costive---DEALERI~--ness, :Nervous Prost,ration, Dizziness of
the Head, Palpitation
of the Heart, and
other distressing symptoms.
Three doses
I sell the best brands of Canner! Goods.
Fine Teas. Coffees, Spices. Tobacco. Ci- of Au:rust Flower will prove its wonderful
gars. Dried and Fresh Fruits. Nuts, and a effeci:. ::3ample bottles, IO cents. Try it.
ge11eral li11e of Musical Instruments
and
eow41
l:ltrings.
If in want of choice goods give
me a call.

READY.MADE
CLOTHING,

GEORGEJ.BROWN,

Meats,
Groceries
&Provisions.

ToRemoveStains ani Greasefrom a Carpet,

Wben
When
\Vhcn
When

Baby waa sir.Ji:,we gave her C:istorla,
she was a Child, she cried for Cast.oria,
she bec~me Miss, she clung to Cas"Jtoria,
ehe had Children, she gave them Uastoria,

GrKGER Sx.-1.Ps.-Two eggs, one cup of
sugar, one cup of molasses, one cup of
sho·rtening, two tablespoons of vinegar,
one teaspoon gin,t:;\,,.,.,--..,cter,spoon cloves,
and one teaspoon of saleratu~ stirred in
the molasses.
Flour to stiffen.
CoLD WATER
cups of flour, one
cup each of butter
teaspoon of cream
spoon soda.

~ONGE
CAKE.-Two
cup of sugar, one-half
and water, one egg,one
tartar, and one-half tea-

BARTONCAKE.-! cup of sugar, 1 cup
of molasses, I egg, 2-3 cup of butter. r cup
of sour milk, 2 cups ,of seeded raisins, r
teaspoon soda, spices to taste; bake well.

Lucas & Ilish<•p wishes to inform the public that they are prepared to fnrnish
anythino- in their line at Boston priees, as they exchanges 11:oods manufactured
by
themsel~es for goods in the Watch and Jewelry line, whieh enables them to give
better prices than ever. Just co11sider some of our prices.
We will sell \Vm. Ellery 11 jewelled key winding Watel1es, 3-ounce silver case,
for $12.00.
Broadway 7 jewelleu in silver case, for $8.00-nickel
case $6.?0- . No.
7 EJo-in. 7 j<>wels, in 11ickd case for $6.50, in silver case $8.00.
No. 13 Elgm, rn ilom,<fe silver case for $12.00.
, Hoc~;ford, Hampden,
and Illinois Watch Co. 'sat
proportionat<'l:V low prices.
Knights of Labor Pins from 35 cents to 82.00.
We
also have a tine line of Knives, Forks and Spoons at the following prices:
KNlVES-Hogers'
Plate Oo., $2.50.
FORKS-Rogers'
Co .. :U'iO.
SPOONS-Tea.

DIXFIELD,
---DEALERS

DrU~S

and

MAI.XE.
IN---

l'fledicines,

w.

F. PUTNAM,

CLAZED

WINDOWS.

All kinds monldedand
plain llnish.balustcrs, Newells. Bracket~.&c. Also ch:w1ber an·d dining-room fnrnitnre Chamber
Sets and Extension
·ral.Jlcs a specialty.
Jobbing done promptly.

Immunity :E'r.mt'.'.1.e
Ca~pe~WJrm.

This is the time of the year when housekeepers begin to wage war against that
--------dreaded enemy, the buffalo moth, or carpet worm. A correspondent says:
MAINE.
DIXFIELD,
"I have never, during my twenty years
of housekeeping, had a moth of any description, and attribute my immunity enAfter each
Ladies of Dixfield and vicinity are in- tirely to the use of turpentine.
vited to call and examine my stock and of my carpets is well swept, it is at once
0
prices before purcha ing elsewhere.
gone over with the following mixture: To
three quarts of pm·e cold water add three
tablespoonfuls of turpentine.
In this thorDIXFIELD,
MAINE.
---DEALER
IN--oughly saturate a sponge, squeeze about
1
1 two-thirds dry, and go over each breadth
separately and in all the corners.
As oftRa:Wl'$.
~havi11g Soap anu Cosmeties,
en as the water becomes soiled take a fresh
nnd all kinds of sewing machine neeclles., supply.
You will be surprised to see how
,R 1
beautifully it will cleanse your carpets, bcO a gi..
0
sides being one of the best disinfectants.
DIXFIELD,
MAINE.
J My father,
an eminent physician, had this

lff rs. Ellen Tootbake1·,

:Millinery
& FancyGoods.

$3.00 per dozen;

Desert,

Rmnforo
Falls"&
Bnckfielflil.~.tt

Advertise!

TIME-TABLB,-In Ef_l'ectNov, 11 '86.

GOING

If
lf
If
If
If

you want
you want
}'.OU want
yon want
you want
you want
you want
you want
vou want
you want
you want
you want
you want
you want

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

sell,
buv,
tra'de,
thrive,
get rich,
hire a girl,
sell a cow,
buy a cow,
sell a farm,
hire a man,
buy a farm,
sell a l~orse,
do busmess,
buv a hor~c,

want
want
want
want
waut
want
'
want
wan

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
t t

sell a wao-on
~
,
bny a wagon,
\ b
·d
ta ,e Oat ers,
hire pasturing,
,
fi,
I ncrta~e
pro ts,
increase business
•
'
buy a yoke of oxen,
JI
k
f oxen
Se a yo e O
,

se

1n

If -,
. t t l ·:
1
}Oll '\i\'<lll
O 1tte a 10USe,
upon heavy pape.rwith a very".(tractive covc.·r.The IIf you want to let a pasture
1oll0\ving are the titles of the songs and ballads
I•
•
'
containedintheFavoriteAlbum:-Asl'd).!nthiug
t you want to rent a house,
If
If

If
I
f
If

If
If

VOb"l

_ .,

It

you
.
)OU
you
you
you
you
you

is a very fine collection of real vocal gems, and gotkn up in very handsome style. Published
in the Advert1'
usual ,vay and bought at a music store, the~e 32
pieces would cost. you $11.20.
\Ye boughl a job lot
of this music at ~great sacrifice and as the holidays
It will
are past, we desire to close ou_t our stock at once.
\\'ill send you the entire collection ,vcll wrapt and teli y~ur
postpaid for only 40 cts. Send 'immediately.
Ad-

O
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SOUTH.

GOING

I

Lve, A. M.-MXD
-:\'lAIL
Lvc,
('jiibertville,
9 oo
Canton,
4 15 9 15 Boston,

NORTH.
-MXD

J,.~.\~:rrd:oacl,4 35 9 30 Portlan<l,G.T.
East Sumner.
*V\rarren R'd,

4

*PackarJ

50

1

Buckfield,

R'd, ,

)TAIL

P. l\L A. M

7 oo -

".i~~ P;~{;
8 c. 1 5S
8 45 3 15

9 37 ILcwiston, "
Mechanic F'ls

5 3a 9 55 \\'est Minot,

9 05 3 27

*Bearce R 'd,

East Hebron, 5 50 IO 05 East Hebron, 9 30 3 37

*Bearce R'd;

]

\Vest Minot,

6 40 10
7 40 11
1P.

8 25.12

Portland,

P.

Boston,
*Trains

*Packard

6 15 IO 1S

'[arnve.
~lechanicF'ls
Le\viston,

,r.l

R'd,

Buckfield,

IO 15 3

50

*'Varren R'~
32 East Sumner, 10 35 4 04
15 liartford,
ro 50 4 10
M. *Fuller
Road,
05 Canton,
11 15 4 25

[arrive.

15_15 IO Gilbertville,
stop only on signal.

4 35

1.

STAGE COX1'ECTIONS.
AT \VEST 1'.[1NOT.-Duily with mail train,for Hebron Academy, 3 1-2 miles.
AT BUCKFIELD.-Daily,
with mi-tit tra.in, for
Chase's l\ilills 4 miles, Turner 6 miles, No. Buck.
fiel<l.3 miles, and \Vest Sumner 7 miles.
AT CANTON,-Dai!-v, with mail train, for East
Peru 5 miles, ,vest P.,eru 10 rnilcs,Dixfield
TO miles,
j\:fexico 15 miles, Rumford Falls 17 miles, Roxburv
21 miles,Byron
25 miles,Houghton's
30 miles.
Af.
so for Ilrittun's hfills, Livermore, 5 miles.
AT GILBERTVILLE.-Daily,
with mail train, for
Canton Point 1 1-4 miles,
1

1

.

L. L. LINCOLN,

SUPT.

LOANS.

this Papar.4 percent. 1 percent.

cost you but a small sum to
wants_ to thousands
of folks.
dress, THE EMPIRE NEWS CO., Syracuse, N. Ask for our prices.
Y.

and

Canton, Me.

Opposite tbe Depot,

sic, full sheel music sizC', with complete word:;; and
music and piano accompaniment
is finely printed

1

Table. $1.15 per pair.

Lucas & Bishop,

This Favorile Album of Songs and ballads, con- If
taiuin1, thirty-two pieces of choice and popular ;,.,u.f If

E\sc to po; The J?ear Oki Song-sotHome; Mother,
,i\ atch tne Little teet; Oh, You Pretty Blue-eye<l
Witch; Bltrc Eyes;, Katy's Letter; The Passing
Tiell; I Saw Esau Krssing Kate; ,von't You Tell
l\le \\"hy, Robin; The Old Garden Gate; Down Below the ,vaYing- Lindcus: Faded Leaves; All
.:-\m0ng the Summer Roses; Touch the Harp GentIv, My pretty Lou_ise;l really don't think I shall
Marry; DreamingofHorne;ThcoldCottagcClock;
Ac1oss the Sea; i\.. Year Ago; Bachelor's
IIall;
Ruth "\"I 1; Good Nig~\; O,,c Happy Year Ago;
Tenniern the Orchard; lhe Olcl TirtrnGate; Jack's
Farewell; Pollv; Whisper in the Twilight, This

$1.00 per pair;

Fine- vVatch Repairing
in all its branches,also Sewing ilfachzne
1lfodels built at short notice, and all kinds small ivlachine
Work done in a workmanlike
manner.
•

ENGLISH PUDDING.-! cup molasses, I-2 If
cup butter, r cup of sweet milk, r teaspoon If
A mixtt1re which is excellent for removsoda, r teaspoon different kinds of spices, If
ing grease spots and stains from carpet
If
mixed, 1 cup chopped raisins, 3 1-2 cups
and clothing is made from two ounces of
If
of flour. Steam.
ammonia. two ounces of white castile soap,
If
one ounce of glycerine, one ounce of ether;
Bargainin :Music.
.lf

cut the soap fine, dissolve in one pint of
water over the fire: add two quarts of waPjpes, Tobacco & Cigars,
ter. This should be mixed with water in
proportion to a teacupful to one ordinary
Kerosene Oil, Etc.
-----sized pail of water. Mix thoroughly, ar.d
wash soilc<l garments in it. For removing
spots use a sponge or clean flannel cloth,
Dixfielcl, .JI£aine.
and with a cloth rub as dry as possible-.
l\Ian ufn ctn re r of
DOORS,SASH,WINDOW2oDOOR
FRAMES\Voolen goods may be made to look bright
and fresh by being sponged with this.

Sheffield, $2.00; Standard Sil Yer
.
A 1. $6.00; Wallace Brothers', $4.00; Standard Silver Plate

Mnsonic. Odd Fellow. and all othfJr emblems at low prices for cash.
\'Ve have
full line of Chains, Charms, Bar pi11s, Pins and Drops, either in plate, crape, jet,
stone or solid gold.
A1Jything ,ve do not have in stock we can furnish at short notice.

W. S. CHASE
& SON,
(AT TIIE OLD REYNOLDS STORE.)

Best, $4.00; 2d, $3.50.

I~

\Vhen in Canton be sure and
call at the

'
On

LIFELOANS:
any

.
kind of security
and
promissory
notes.

•
good

TOCONSUMPTIVES.

U. S. Government
BondsForeign
Redemption
Bonds
The undersigned having been restored
to health by simple means, after suffering
sold on monthly
payments.
Large
for several years with a severe lung affecpremiums
for small investors.
tion, and that dread disease Consumption,
and see the
Reliable
correspondents
wanted
is anxious to make known to his fellow
everywhere.
::..iberal inducements.
sufferers the means of cure. To those who
BARGAINS
desire it, he will cheerfully send (free of
Address for full particulars,
charge) a copy of the prescription
used,
G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
Glassware, and
which they will find a sure cure for Con- In Tinware
42 Broadway,
New Yor~.
SU'llption,Asthma, Cahrrh, BronchWsand Crockery, a Full Line of which
all throat and lung l\fahd.ies. He hopes
all sufferers will t,-y hi~ Remedy, as it is will be sold at Bottom Prices.
invaluable.
Those desitng· the prescription, which will cost tnem nothing, and
may prove a blessing:. will please address,
MARBLE
WORKS
I always practiced in '.1is '.amily, and ,ire REv. EDWARD A. \\'fiLsox, vVilliamsburg,
Remember the Place ■ Holt's Seeing is believing, so call at my place
lU
•, were never trnubled with fevers any more King's County, Ne\i: York.
ry52
and be convinced that my Wyandottes are
MonnmeHtg and HPadston,)s in clifferent than moths.-Philadelphia
Press,
door to P. 0.
strictly first-class.
They are the best of
styles ancl priees const:wtl.v on hand. We
layers. Ko matter what the breed, no man
gimrantee satisfaction in work a11rlprices.
Buck~n's Arnic1Sa've.
A gentleman
hiving been cured ot
can present a better egg record than mine.
THE BEST SALVE in the world for Cuts, Xervo11s Prostrati01 ,, Bemiual \,Vpakness,
Eggs $r.oo per setting of 1.5. Plymouth
Pekin
Duck's
Eggs,
$1.50
for
13.
I
DecavMt nd all the evil effects
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever Premature
Rock, 50 cts. per setting of 15. SatisfacEarly Cory sweet corn for seed. The
think
my
stock
cannot
be
beat
in
this
of early indiscretion and youthful folly,
tion guaranteed.
C. T. BONNEY, JR.,
Sores;Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
earliest of all varieties of sweet corn.
is anxions to make known to others the State.
2mr4
Canton, Me.
1
C. W. WALKER,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and posi- simple mode of
Also seed potatoes and peas. Dakota
F ClJRE '1 0 those
Canton,
Me.
14tf
,J
, will give Red and Early Maine, the most profitable
tively cures Piles, or no pay required.
It who wish and
him their syrnptomf. he will send (free) potatoes in the market, 25 cts. per peck.
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
I want fifteen head of cattle to pasture
Abundant and ever-bearing peas, 25c. Q!.
or mone_y refunded.
Price 25 cents per by rrturrl' mail a copy of the recipe so My stock is small, but first-class.
First the coming season.
For particulars, &c.,
Two nice Jersey heifPr!l. For further box. For Sale By Nathan Reynolds, Drug- succt>ssfully used in his ease.
call on or address D. W BERRY, South
Address in COi ,fidence. JAMES w. come, first served. Call on or address,
particulars call 011
H. F. HAYFORD,
3t15
3t15] CHA,;. W. THOMPSON, Canton, Me. Carthage, Me.
ly52
1y51 PINKNEY, 42 Cedar Jt., N. Y.
4t1G
Canton, Me. gist, Canton, Me.

BOSTON
5ct.STORE

J. P. JOHNSTON,

Stat'lOilBry,
BlankBOOK8
SCh001BOOK8,
C eorge H at

&
GRANITE

S -- /

.Wyandotte
andPlymouth
Rock
Confectionery
an~Fancy
Goods.
Eggs for Hatching.

n,

I

Nervous Debility.

Block-Next

Eg;{s For Hatchin~.

For Sale.

s

(Jattle Wanted.

For Sale.

{
I

0

J

ALL
ALONG
THE
LINE.

PROSPECTUS.
THE

CANTON

TELEPHONE

--AND--

THE

DIXFIELD

CITIZEN

AREPUBllSHE!lTHURSDAYS
AT

:Carrlrrn.Ilxfrrrrl :Crr
.. Main:e,
---BY---

E. N. CARVER,

EDITOR

&. PROP'R.

Either of the ahovc papers will be mailed to any
address in the United States or Canada, postpaid,
for

ONLY $1.00
~All

subscripthns

and papers
expires.

PER YEAR.
must be paid in advance,

will be discontinued

when time paid for

~-DELINQUENTS who arc now owinrr for the
TELEPHONJ:i; mu~l pay $1.25 per year until

arrear

ag-es arc paid, after which they can have the benefit
of the O•e D'.1lla.r rH.te.
Subscribers who have previously paid in advance
of May 20, 1SS7, at the $1.25 rate, will be credited
far enough to equal th<;;:$1 .oo r,tte.
Address all business communications
for either
TELEPHONE
or CrnzE~'
lo
E. N. CARVER,
Pun'R, Canton, :\le.

A LOOALlNDUST.8.Y.
For years Mr. \V. S. Chase of Dixfield
has been an extensive raiser of cranberries
for the market, his annual ·crop ranging
from 400 to 800 bushels, according to the
favorable circumstances
of the season.
The low prices obtained and the glutted
condit10n of the market a year ago last fall
suggested to Mr. Chase the idea of preparing a sauce from his sm·plus cranberries
that would be palatable and in a convenient
state for preservation
indefinitely, as well
as more convenient to purchasers than the
whole cranberries.
To give the results of
his investigations and experiments we will
describe briefly his method of making an_d
putting up the sauce.
The cranberries are run through a machine which bents them up fine and separates all the skin and seeds from the pulp.
It is a well-known fact that the skin of
cranberries possesses a disagreeable puckering taste which is imparted to the sauce
when cooked with the skin on.
Mr.
Chase's method of treatment obviates all
this difficulty, and the result is he gets a
fine, pleasant flavored sauce, which is
sweetened just right and sealed in glass
jars for the retail trade, and put up in pails
for the wholesale trade.
Mr. Chase keeps one man at work making this sauce, and will use this season
about 100 bushels .of cranberries
and IO
barrels of granulated sugar .. He ha8 alr~dy sold quite a quantity at retail, and
supplies stores and hotels in various localities. I!e is now filling an order for $10c,
worth to go to the Poland Spring House,
where it was tried last season with the best
of resnlts·. The Home Made Cranberry
Sauce sells readily wherever
tried • arrd
u ;co, ,r'ii'u~M'i':-ot;~ ,\•ill doubtless
have
orders for all he can produce.
An exchange has formulated the following code of laws that have a direct relation to the growth and prosperity of every
town.
\Ve n'!ay well examine ourselves
and see what we are doing to make the
town better in which we live. Strange to
say, somebody in every town, ours not
excepted, will always be found on the
,nong side of this question :
HOW

TO

HELP YOURTOW~.

Talk about it.
\Vrite about it.
Beautify the streets.
Be friendly to everybody.
Elect good men to all offices.
Keep your sidewalk in good repair.
Sell all you can an.cl buy all you can at
home.
If you are ric\1, inve~t something,
employ somebcidy.
•
He courteous to strangers
that come
among you so that they go away with
good impressions.
Always i;heer on the men who go in tor
improvements.
Your portion of the cost
will be nothing but what is just'.
Don't "ki~k" at any proposed improvements because it is not at your owa door
or for fear your taxes will be raised fifty
cents.
HOW TO INJURE

YOUR TOW~.

Oppose improvement.
Mistrmt its public men.
Run it down to strangers.
Go to some other town to trade.
Refuse to advertise in your village paper.
Do not invest a cent; lay your money
out somewhere else.
Be particular to discredit the motives of
public spirit€d men.
Lengthen
your face when a stranger
speaks of loca~ing in it.
If a man wants to buy your property
charge him two prices for it.
If he wants anybody else's interfe,·e and
discourage.
Refuse to see the merit in any bcheme
that does not directly benefit you.
Found at last! A 1·emedy that not only
relie,-es, but cures that enemy ofmanlrnd,
consumption,
as well as thq numerous
satellites which revolve around it in the
shape of coughs, colds, bronchitis,
sore
throat, influenza, etc. The remedy we allude to is DR. \VJSTAR's BALSAMOF \VILD
CJ!E_RRY.

Bethel.
MIDDLE I~TERVALE.
Merrill Chandler baa moved jnto the
Russell house which he bought of B. Kimball.
Mrs. Eliza Rusgell has go11e to Walker's
Mills to stop awhile.
Mrs. C. Oliver jg quite poorly.
Joseph and Arthur Gordon are visiting
friend, in Lewiston.
S. Sanborn has a bad foot. Ilis wife is
one of the smartest women in this vicinity.
Mabel Kimball, who has been stopping
at the Hill, is at home.
Carter Bros. have drawn 84,000 feet of
pine timbe,· to Morrill's steam mill at N.
Bethel.
Jennie Moore, of Albany, is at work at
\Vm. Chase's.
Joseph Oliver says he has not known so
many drifts on his road for 40 years as
this winter.
Send to G. P. Brown, Beverly, Mass.,
for school supplies.
Rev. \Nm. Beavins is visiting here. He
preached a very instructive
and interesting sermon Sabbath A. M., from Gen. 33,
10.
No better sermon has been preached
in this church since his pastorate
here
three years ago. A good sound man like
him is better than a college student with
more head than heart religion.

the prayer in theit1stor's
heart, that they
mightbeblessec!irI.giving,asrichlyas,he
felt he was in recclivino-. He wishes to
0
.
.,
,
k ,.
ta k e th 1s opportunity to return t,1an s ,or
.
r'·
d k" di h I
11 h
a t e many little avors.an
·m Y e ps
and truly acceptablt; gifts that have come
constantly to him and his since his com•
p
1~
11.
1 h
mg t~ eru._
is peop e, t oug 1 ew comparat1vely 111 numbers, are of excellent
.
cl
fCh .
qua I 1ty, as many \\·onls and eet Iso
ns.
k" d
tian rn ness and sympath:v prove.
. . •
• . h
. .
L 0 17 s are b egrnnu~a
to run 111 t e nve1
d
~
b
" .
h
~
an t 1e erry oats re rn at t c upper erries.
~
Mrs. H. Robinso
is threatened with a
fever.
Dea. A. \Valker is having timber and
shingles sawed for a new barn to be put
up this season.
\V. Stillman with his new horses and
freshly painted wagon begins his trips to
Canton on wheels thi6 week. He means
good faithful business.
Some have takea up sap buckets.
Syrup of good quality has been made, but less
in quantity than usual.
V.

f

I

HIS LAST YANK.
D
A Ih
Id
8
r.
ztor;
ear ir :ave so
out here and expect to soon leave Canton,
I desire through the columns of your valuable a er to ex ress m' sincere thanks
p p
f ~
j d
• • •
fi
to t_he peop 1e O
anton an
vicmit.r or
M

Ed"

s·

their very generous patronage bestowed
u on me since I came to Canton. I have
p
.
.
found many good fnends among the kmd
. .
.
.
people here, and 1t 1s with many (eehngs
of regret that I take my leave of them. I
.
.
shall al .mys remember them with grat1tude
I leave in my place one who is well
qualified in the profession he has cho~cn,
and I can heartily recommend him to your
confidence and support.
Dr. Tirrell was
formerly in company with me, and for the
past year he has been in the practice of
dentist1·y at Livermore Falls, and has been
very successful in his business.
I trust
that all my patients and friends will give
him the same support and patronage they
have me.
Yours very truly,
C.R. DAVIS.

C. L. DILLINGHAM,
DIXFIELD,
--DEALER

IN--

HardwareI have also for sale
Horse

One New

Single-

Farm Wagon,
And a Self-pumping

HORSE RAKE,

Rumford Falls.
CANTON KICX:lRS.
\Vell, Shomer, 'John" certainly cannot
Whkh I will Sell Cheap for Cash.
:VIr. C. C. Hutchinson of Canton, has a
tell whether the building of the railroad
bay mare about 15 hands high, perhaps 16
through to the Falls is destined to be his
or 17 years old. bought by S. \V. Morse,
salvation 01· destruction.
If he follow the Livermore,
ofNathan
Lord of Cmnbercrowd he' may lose his integrity and his land Mills, Me., some seven years ago.
She had been owned by several others at
purse.
Such cases are on record.
Peter's
the same place, viz: Horace Knight and
question was pertinent. And .vhat brought
Melvin Knight, and was said to have been
out the question is interesting:
"Therespavined by some accident dnving on PreA'l' THE OLD STORE,
She is a mare with quite
fore said I unto you, that no man can sumpscot Park.
The Golden Rule should be our guide,
larae
ears
and
a
light
tail.
\Vho
can
tell
Then all is well what e·er betide.
come unto me, except it were given him
us" more about her ?-Horse
Breeden·'
E. P. K.
of my Father."
That seemed to discour- .Monthly.
--Dealer
in -age
them
in
part,
for
from
that
time
many
East Hebron.
The TELEPHONE is requested to correct
of his diciples went back, and walked no
the error in Mr. Hutchinson's
name,which
The next session of the Otisfield Q.uarmore with him. Then said Jesus unto the
should read "C.L."instead
of "C. C."
terly meeting of F. Baptists will meet here
tweh·e, "\Vill ye also go away?"
Then
Mr. Hutchinson has a very promising this
ins:eac! of meeting at Bridgton, as decided
follows Peter's question that you quoted.
spring colt after the above :11are, and it is 1
at the Q., l'II. at Canton.
It is hoped that
\Vhat is eternal life? Simply believing.
worth
the while to call at his stable and
there may be a good attendance.
People
'·Whosoever
liveth in me and believeth
see it.
intending to come on the cars should no\Vindow Sha<les 1'.,ixtmes.
in me shall never die."
He that believeth
The followin!j notes we clip from the
tify some one here, and teams will then be
--:\1,o-hath passed from death unto life. And on
Lewiston Journal:at the station to carry them to the meetthe other ha,1d he that believeth not hath
J. ,v. Thompson,
Esq., editor of the
ing.
not passed, but is still in a .tate of death. Maine Horse Breeders' :\fonthly,
is the
The maple sugar season is over here
That is good, easy Scripture, aPd is in no owner of two verv fine colts. "Recluse,
and the tre,·s have dried up.
wise hard lo understand, except to those four-year-olrl, ches"tnut gelding, by PresDea. \Vm. Berry of Canton, is in town,
cott, son of Harold, the sire of Maud S.,
who will not understand.
There are more dam Motley, record 2.27 r-2, by Dolphus.
visiting at his brother Henry's.
dead men in the world to-day than live
This colt is a pacer and very fast, medium
A. P. Brown, the carpenter, is at work
ones, evidently.
"John" is not quite sure size and good style.
-FORon Green Perry's house.
Louviska, bay mare, foaled 1\Iay 18, '83,
that he catches on to your idea of material
A lot of the neighbors are going to~by Constellation,
dam by Gideon, second
development in its relation to the great dam, \Vinthrop · Morrill.
This mare is
H. Merrill's to gel him up some wood.
hereafter.
bred the same as Glenarm.
She won the
I have three kinds of Phosphate,
aml
Mr. 1'11.has been very sick nearly all winIt is diflicult to understand in what way race in her class at Oxford County fair in can snir. all and cv\,rybod_y who wants to
ter, but is able to be around some now.
Give me
material advancement, and only that, <;<'ln 1887; record 2.51 3-4. Louviska has taken buy. both iu qnality nntl price.
six premiums in county and State shows. a r:ill.
K.
effect the etei-nal future, as shrouds are She is a fine colt and her record thus far
~ Also manufactnrer
of Home 1\Iatle
East Sumner.
not bountiful:y supplied with pockets.
It is better than Glenarm at the same age. Crnnberrv Sauce-the
nicest table 8tUJCe
by no means follows that because a man Mr. Thompson will handle her this season in the nui.rkct. Sold in qnart jars or by
~1ite a crowd of boys were at the' 'Flat"
and she will be entered in all races of her the pail.
Come i11when in town and try
on Fast day, trying to find a bare spot to takes snuff in this darkened state of exi,;t- class in the State, and the people may look the s:rnce.
tence
that
he
must
inevitably
sneeze,
in
play ball on. Charlie, son of Zury Droten,
for some fast time from her.
,
Laying up
Mr. C. S. Page has a five-year 0 old Boone
was quite badly injured on his way home the •·Sweet B_ye arrct-Bye."
stallion,
C
..
S.
P.,.
record
2.45
l'-2.
He is
by spraining his ankle.
A hand r:ar was treasures in the mental or the moral realm
by old Daniel Boone, dam EJ.han Allen.
sent for D:-. C~!dwcll who upon examina- is not identical with ~ying up trea&ures in This is or,,c of the best of Old I)aniel's gel;
tion decided that a ligament
had been the sµiriLual I e,,lm, • ·t? A n,an may be his color is dark brown with. white face
fractured.
Charlie will have to take a va- 1 mentally and morally wealthy and yet and three white feet. His stvlc and action
He took the first money
cation for a few weeks.
spiritually poor as a •·church mouse." so is unsurpassed.
in his class at the Oxford County show,
Mr. \Vm. Bosworth of \Velchville, fo1·-. to speak.
last season.
He will be kept for service,
Remnants Gingham, best,
merly a resident of Canton and Sumner, I By the way. what a tantalizingtarnntula
this season, at Canton,
Mr. Samuel A.
1-7 yds.
cents per yard.
w,is in town last week visiting old friends. i Hayford appears to be. He swings wide Russell has charge of him.
F. C. Stevens has a bay mare, A lice
At 78 years of age, he is quite smart, and, the paradisical
gates of the Sacr_amento
:\1iller, foaled in 1878, by Harry Knox, Plain Seersucker. 1-7 yds. 10c
has outlived his wife and five children.
I valley, step,; to the frQnt and with one dam Molly, 2.27 1-2, by Dolphus. This Crinkled Seersucker,
yds.
Frank Barrett and Gideon Ellis e~ch' comprehensive
sweep of the hand he indi- mare has been handled, this winter, by
10
cents.
Mr.
H.
C.
Ellis.
She
can
show
better
shipped a carload of potatoes from Sum- cates all the glories within, and says:
than 2.50.
Rogers' A
Knives, triple
ner station, last week. They paid -1-5els. "Don't you wish you could? But you
A. S. Hathaway is the owner of a fourper bushel.
ca~'t."
Because he_ ~as it
March he year-old Knox colt; color, black with white plated, very best made, only
hind feet and strip in face; stands fifteen $3.60 per dozen.
Apples are plenty for the season.
j twits us_ because ex1stmg c1n:nmstances,
Eastman,
our enterprisin_:; seedsman,
over which we have no control, c?mpel us hands one inch high, and weighs about
v\Tatches lower than any
970 pounds,-by
Harry Knox, dam Meshas filled orders for his seeds to nearly to wait till June.
Ah me! It is pretty senger·. This colt is good style and has a
double the amount for corresponding
time much all world, I suspect.
And what one nice gait and easy way of trnveling; splen- other man in Oxford County.
of last yea1·. He does an extensive busi- part lacks, why, the c,.ther part has it. \Ve did disposition and will make a nice road
\Vatches and Clocks repairness through
the mails, sending
seeds· do not seem to lack for snow just at pres- horse.
ed
neatly and warranted year.
Messrs. Berry & Rose have wintered six
even to California and Texas.
ent. Let us be thankful, and make the horses.
I will first notice th<'ir brood
most of it while it is with us, and then we mare, Roxy, by Flying Eaton.
SLOCU~I.
This mare
Elva R., by
shall have nothing t(l, reflect upon.
'Tis is the mother of four colts.
Rumford
Centre, Me.
Mexico.
Judge W., is a smooth-looking
colt, mixed
but for a little while. JOHN.
gaited, and shows signs of speed. Archer
Mrs. R. K. \Vorthley has gone to Boston,
Boone, by Old Daniel Boone, will be three
to visit her sister, Mrs. Albert Mooney.
West Sumner.
years old next August;
stands 15.3 high
Ila1Tv Gleason has gone to Chicago.
Change is written everywhere,
though and weighs 1,000 pounds.
He is a fine
--IN-He·we~t with his cousin, a son of N. M., we seem to have an unusual amount in looking stallion.
Bero, by Albrino, will
be two years old next July; stands 14.3
Lufkin of Rumford, when he returnee! our vicinity.
high; color, dark chestnut;
extra good
from attending his sister's funeral.
I G. \V. Foster, who has had his pension size,
very stylish, and, although
handled
Jason lI. \Valker has become unable to, restored recently, has purchased the farm but little, can show a good gait and bids
Have been received at
do anything.
He is not ebliged to keep: of F. A. Farrar, and Mr. F. the farm of fair to be speedy.
Mattie Boone, by Old
his bed, but has become benutnbed both I Almon Cht!rchill, known as the Heath Daniel Boone, will be one year old next
July; stands 13.2 high.
This Boone filly
in body and mind, and is not able to talk farm.
is very pretty and good size. They have
rationally
upon any subject and hardly j Ik P .• Bowk~r has. leas_ed _the farm of also a light chestnut gelding, six years
CA~T.ON, :".MAINE.
•
I11s
• o,Yn r1an11
- 1y.
I. \Vm. Chw·chtll, which 1s his old home old, that weighs 1,100 pounds and can
recognizes
Last Friday, the first wagon for the sea- place.
.
.
. show a fifty clip.
•
son \.Vas ou t . J-\.]] ,vere u::;1ng
\vagons i ~ H. 0. Tuell will carry on the hotel agam
For her opening :rnnouncement
soon. •
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
I, after J. J. Abbott's
removal the first of
A pn ·1 I 8 t h , 1as t year.
.
.28
Butter, Eastern,
. 15 to
R. K. \Vo1·thlcv has put two coats of May. :\fr. A. will go to Auburn, where ( "heese,
.qi to .16
paint on his hou;e.
I he owns a stand which he will rebuild the Eggs, Eastern,
.13½
All persons indebted to me on account
..,,
•
1.80
Beans, Pea,
One of Isaac G. \Vhitman's
cows' d rop- ' coming season.
are requested to make immediate payment
Yellow
eyes,
r.
~o
to
1.55
• calves this• sprrng;
•
• / Geo. M. Small is sPllinoped twm
not t h e fi rSL
,., out his large Potatoes,
I shall be in town onlv a short time
.65 to .75 as
. she has dropped, her
'
longer.
All bills not settled before May
twrns
owner now stock of "o-oods at co-,' ' not intendino-" to re- Apples,
3.00 to 4.50
• a pair• o f t 'i\'rn
• s t eers 3 or 4 y e ars 'main another year. We regret to lose so Hay,
13.00 to 17.50 r 5th will be left for other parties to collect.
h avmg
•
C.R. DAVIS.
old from the same cow.
j estimable a man as Mr. S. has proved himCANTON PRODUCEMARKET.
Canton, Apr. 25, 1887.
3t17
self.
Butter,
. 16 to
.20
Hard work now for mo th ers to keep th e
Mrs. Hiram Howe returned home \\"'ed- Cheese, old,
. 14
"little ones" in the house.
CYPHER.
d
f
L
,
"·1
.u
nes ay, rom
ynr,
She reports " rs. Eggs,
Beans, Yellow eyes,
1.25
I have a :Morris & Ireland Safe, No. 5,
Peru.
Frank
Howe.
who
•~:.1s
been
so
critically
1
Pea,
1.75 as good as new, which I will sell very low.
Th~ Ventres boys are turning out good ill, 'lS im[,lroving.
Iler daughter
Laura, Hams, smoked,
.IO
17tf
C. R. DAVIS, Canton, Me.
--1-0 to
lumber and shingles now at the mill. much th~ same, wit!] little hope of 1:eco_v- Potatoes,
·-1-5
AnotherArt Craze.
,75
Plcnty of water anJ new belts work nicely. ery. Bemg former 7""Sic!ents of tills vii- Maple t;yrup,
The latest art work among ladies is kno,vn as th1..;
Crntcn I'rio,s on fr,visions, Etc.
Saw filing a specialty; also general repairs ]age much interest is felt for them.
Crazei'' for decorating china, glassware,
Flour, Patent,
6.25 "French
etc; It is something entirdy new, and is Lioth pro
of ordinary farm wagons and tools will be
_R. ~- Jackwn of }Auburn, was at Dr.
Best Roller,
5 ..50 to 6.oo
fitahle and fascinating.
It is very popular in ~ew
promptly atten9ed to at reasonable prices. Bisbee s a day or twf last week.
.63 York Boston and other Eastern cities. To ladies
Corn,
:iesiri'ng- to learn the _,\rt, we will send an elegant
.58
Meal,
Their brother A. S. is home from IIehron
Fast day services fl,t the Baptist church.
china placque (size 18 inches,) handsomely decor::tt.
.35. to • .+o ed. for a model, together\\ ith box of material, 100
on a vacation.
The 'Elder got a "poundOur High ~chool c· os~d with an exhibi- ;\fol asses,
colored <lesi<rns assorted in flowers, animals, sol.
Sugar, Granulated,
ing'' on \Vednesday evening,
r6 ozs. to tion, Friday evening'.
diers, land.s~apes, etc., complete, with fnll instruc"
Coffee,
tions, upon receipt of only $1 ,oo. TheJJhiquc alone
the lb., Scripture measure; raisins, sugar,
It was a coon instead of crow that JohnBrown,
.05:½ is worth more than the amount charge . To every
GRASS SEb:D.
lady orderiag- lhi~ outfit \Vho enclo:,;es the address
coffee, lard, butter. etc. It was done up ny Bacon killed.
"'
offi.vc other ladies interested
in Art matters, to
Timothy, pe,· bushel,
in good style.
His house was well filled. 1 :Mrs. Geo. \V. Folter, who has ovarian
whom we can mail our new catalogue of Art Goods,
Red Top, "
"
we will enclose extra :md without charge, a hcauli·
After a pleasant chat, a few remarks, pray- disease, was tapped\ last week, 19 lbs. of Clover,
" pound,
ful ,n inch, gold-tinted
placquc.
Address,
THE
E:\lPlRE
::-.E\YS CO., Syracuse, >I. Y.
1Jt5
er and singing, the company left leaving fluid being removed.t
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little ones gathered together
what lJtyle thinJ1T\g! Then follow Ezekiel's wheel_ '
a scene of hunger, and wretcbMness
full of eyes,~dhear through his 9hapters the
REV.DRJALMAGE.ing
and rags, and sin, and trouble, and rush of the wings of th~ ser~ph1m. All ye

TARPONFISHING.

~!

I

'·

A Sogar-Proilucing Tree.
A report comes from the East which la
of great importance, if true.
It is that
there has been discovered in British In-

darkness!
If we could see those little j' who want a grand field m which ~.work for How
a Famous
Florida
Fish ts
feet on the broad road to death which God, come into the Gospel numstry.
At
through Christian
charity ought' to be any rate
come into Christian circles,
Caught
with
Shark
Tackle.
pn\ssing the narrow path of life· if we could and some~llere and somehow . declare the
dia a blossom of such saccharine
properhea.:-those voices in blasphemy,'which ought grace of GOJi. Pardon foi: all sm. Comfort
to be smgmg the praises of God• if we could for all trouble. Eternal life for all the dead. A Prolongedand SevereStrugglewith the ties that it is destined to revolutionize
&eethose little hearts which at that ao-e ough\ 0, my soul J preach it for ever. It has been
$ub,iect:
"A Live Church.•
the sugar business of the world.
It is
Gamiestof Finny Monsters.
not to be soiled with ~ne unclean thoii'ght, be- my ambition, and I ~elieve it has been yours,
the fl-ower of the mahwa, or moola, a
oommg the sewers for every abomination; if my. dear people, 1,n these y_ears of my
we could i;ee tqose sufl'ering little ones sacri- mmIStry, to have thIS a soul-savmg Church,
TEXT : " Unto t.he angP-l of t.h.eChurch '"
tree of. large size, which abounds in the
Mr. Thomas B. Asten of New York,
ficed_ on the altar of every iniquitous and we never :yet threw out thE?Gospel net
Smyrna write: These things saith the jirst
portion
of Hindostan.
This
and the last., which was dead, and is al-ive." pru;s1on and baptized with fire from the but we dr]w m a great mul_t1tude. They who has been recently yachting and fish_ southern
lava of the pit we would recoil crying have come, a hundred at a trme; and two
-Revelation,
ii., 8.
blossom has a sweet taste and yields
ing in Florida waters, was interviewed
out: "Avaunt, thou dream of hell i" 'l'hey hundred a~ fifty at a tim~ ; and I ex~t
Smyrna was a great city or the ·ancients
are not always going to be children. They the day w1J appear when, m some serv~ce, by the Indian River News about his ex - one-h~lf its weight in sugar,
The Hinbounded on three sides by mountains. l t w~
are coming up to be the men and women •of there will hti three thousanq souls acc~ptmg
doos
have
for
a
long
period
been
accusperience
with
tarpon,
the
big
fish
of
the
the central emporium of the Levantine trade. I this country. That spark of iniquity that the offers of eternal life. . I wish I
tomed to extract
a syrup from the
In that prosperous and brilliant city there might now be put out with one drOp or tbe could
tell
you
the
circumstan~
land of flowers.
was a Christian Church establishecl After it water of life, will become the conflagration of that. have come under my observation
had existed for a while, it was rocked down every green thinfuthat God ever planted in provmg the fact that. God has blessed ~he
"After building
my yacht, 11 said Mr. mahwa's flowers, but in the most pr1m1tive fashion, without attempting
to deby
an
earth~uake.
It
was
rebuilt.
Then
it
the
soul
'T'---t
w
•ch
ought
to
ha•-e
been
a
prayers
of
these
people
m
behalf
of_
souls
1m,
•
h
h
• view
•
•
was cons um e b y a con flagra t·10n th at swep t temple of the Holy Ghost will become a mo rtal . I could tell you of one rug h t, w hen A.sten, ' wit t e purpose in
o f visvelop a process.
The tree, it is stated,
over the entfre city. That Church went scarred and blasted ruin-everi light quenched I stood at the end of_the platform, and .a gen- it1ng the west coast of Flori,la to indulge
neither
care nor
cultivathrough fire, and trouble, and disaster, but J and every altar in the dust. 'I hat petty thief tleman passed me, his ~heek bro1_1zed
_with the in some lively sport in fishing which we demands
kept on to great spmtual prosperity. The who slips into your store and takes a yard of sea, a.~d as he wen~ mto the mqu)ry-roo~
tion.
Ii
produces
annually
a
fact was, that Church had the grace of God, cloth from your counter will become the he _said to me:
I am an Englishmf!-n. were informed could only be found in that
thousand
pounds
(?)
of
blossoms,
an ever active principle. Had it been other- highwayman of the forest,' or the burglar at I srud:. "I am very g_ladto see you; walk m."
wise, all the grandeur of architecture and all midnight, picking the lock of your money safe , That mght he gave his_heart to the Lord. It section, we changed our minds and inThe
, the pomp of surroundings would only have and blowing up the store to hide the villainy. was _aclear ca~ of quick bup thorough c~n- duced our friend Lieut. Henn, to join which it sheds during the night.
saccharine matter is also serviceable for
beert the ornament of death-the garlands of A 2:reat army, with stag2:erin2: steo. and vers10n. ~assmg o_utat the close of the ID•
a coffin, the plumes of a hearse.
qUU7 meetmg, I said: "How long have you with us in a trip to the east coast and
It may be nrofitable to consider what are oioodshot_ eye, and ~en
hoot, tney been m this country!" He said: "I arrived by t
f th 1
k' d
f fl h
h a spirituous liquor and for an oil which
the elements cff a live Church.
are co=g
on-gathermg
r!lcrmts _from steamerthismorningateleveno'clock."
I said: ry some o
e esser in so
s , sue
may be used for both lighting and food.
I remark in the first place, that one char- every grog ~op and den of infamy Jn, th0 "How long will you be in the city!" He said· as bass, trout, sheepshead, snappers, &c.
If this wonderful report is correct, it
a.cteristic of such a Church is punctuality in la nd ,. to take th e ballot-box and hurrah a.t.th11 "I leave to-morrow for Canada, ai:id thence i Imagine
our surprise and incredulity
meeting its engagements. All ecclesiastical ~lectw~
The ha rd -knuckled fiSt ot ~uffian- go to Halifax, and thence to Europe and I'll
~
may be seen at a glance. what a disasinstitutions have financial relations, and they !SID will h'.'-ve more power tha n. th e gentle never be here airain." I said: "I tl!fuk vo11 when told by the residents that the
ought to meet their obligations just as cer- hand of mtellil/;ence and sobnety.
M~n fllUSt have come to this country to have your famous tarpon was to be found in our trous competition the mahwa is likely to
tainly as men meet their obligations at the bloat.eel.,. and wi th th e signature
of lilll soul saved." He said: "That certainly was
make with existing sugar industries.
bank. When a Church of Goel is not as faithful burned m from th e top_ of t_he forehead the reason." In that other room, one night, near vicinity, so we decided to investiThe best West India plantations
proin its promises. as the Bank of England, it to th e botto~ of th e chm, will look hon• at the close of the service, there sat among
t
Tl fl
•
t t th
ceases to be a Church of God_ It ought to be est _men out of countenance. Moral corpses, other persons three persons, looking so ga c.
le rst cvenmg we wen
o c duce 800 pounds per aspent (1 1-4 acres),
understood that prayers cannot paint a which ought to be b~ied _ahundred feet deep cheerful that I said to myself:
"These west side of the river with our lines,
and the French and German sugar beet
Church, and prayers cannot pay the winter's
~o keep th em from poISOnmgth e air• will rot are not anxious inquirers." I said to the man:
k
11
d
h
h
1·
coal bill, and prayers cannot meet the insur- ~ the face _of ~he sun at noonday. Ind_ustry "Are you a Christian!" He said: "I am." hoo s, sne s, an
ot er parap erna 1a
But it
ance; and that, while prayers can do a m her plam frock will ~e unappreciated,
I said: "When did you become a Christian!''
to see what was to be seen.
Our first farms do not equal this amount.
is claimed that the blossoms of five
thousand
thlngs, there are a thousand while ~~ousan_dsof men will ".'an~er m i_dle- He said: "To-night." His wife sat next to
f h
d
things that prayers cannot do. Prayer
~E;SS•
"1th their hands on_ th~,1r hlps, say111g: him. 1 said to her: "Are you a Cliristian'I'' view o t c beauties was imme iately
for any particular
Church will never
The world owes us a_li~mg._ 0, what a tre- She said: "I am." I said: "When did you after moonrise, when they were to be mahwa trees will yield the same amount,
reach heaven hlgh unless it goes down mendous power th ere ism miqmty when un- become a Christian!"
She said: •iToa statement not consistent with the repocket deep. In my Church at the West, ~ucated, and unrestra111ed, and unblanchaj
night."
"ls
this young seen leaping and flying through
the air,
1 remarked:
ported weight of the bloom, which,
there was a man of comfortable means, who it goes_on concentratmg. and deepernng, ~-d lady your daugh!Rr!" They said: "Yes." gambolling
and . playing, their bright,
used to pray for his pastor in such elongated wi~en 111
g, and ga th ermg mo?1enturu until it I said to her: "Are you a Christian?"
1
however, must be an error.
From 200
style that he became a nuisance to the prayers~mgs a.head w1~ha very trmmph of desola- She said: "Yes." 1 said: "When did you be- silvery sea es glistening
in the moonto
250
trees
can
be
grown
upon
an aspent
meeting: asking God, in a prayer that was twn, drownmg like surges1 scorchmg like come a Christian!" She said: "To-night." I light, affording
a scene that beggars
almost without ceasing-, that the pastor might
flB-?1es,crushmg lik~ rocks. ·what are ;i:ou said to them: "From whence came vou!" d
•
from which it results that the crop of
be blessed in his baske. and in his store, while gomg to do ~th ~hlS abandoned pop_ula.tion They said: "We are from Charleston, South
cscription.
We ,undertook the task of
sugar, will be from forty to fifty times
the fact was he never paid anything. If we of the str~ts .. ·will you gather them 111your Carolina." I said: "When did you came!" hooking a few of them, and, after strugpray for the advancement of the Church, and Churches. ltis not the will of your Heavenlv They said: "lVe came yesterday." "How
greater per acre of land than that of the
do not out of our means contribute for its ad- Father th~t one of these little on~ Jong are you going to remain'r'
We gling for some time ineffectually,
we
cane.
The
English-speaking
vancer::nent, our prayer is only mockery. Let s~ould P!)rISh. If you have ten respectable go to-morrow.
We have never been finally succeeded in bringing one of them sugar
the Church of God then meet its obligationa children m your cl~, ga th er 1.nten that a.re Ii.ere before and shall never be here
Hindoo
press is already
urging the
on the outside, and let the members of every not respectable. If m your Bible-class there
. .,
•
.
up to the side of the boat apparently ex1 have hea rd from th em smce. hausted;
government
to take steps for making
congregation meet the obligations on the in- be twenty young men who have come from ~mthen the fun began in earnest.
side, and the Church will be financially pros- Christian homes and elegant surroundings
T ey ai:e members of the Chur~h of ?esus
this new sugar industry
a monopoly as
perous.
let those twenty young men go out ru1d Chn5t,, ~ good and re&111arsta.n~g, emment The fish seemed to realise his critical
far as possiblc.-[Grocers'
Criterion.
Letmesay,also,thattheremustbepunctugatherintwentymoreof
the young men of for c~nsistency ~dpiety.
Andso God has
·t ua t'10n, an d as we f ai'l e d t o b rmg
•
·ty
who
are
lost
to
God
and
lost
to
~
made
1t
a
soul-savmg_
Church.
But
I
c_ould
81
a
al.ity in the attendance on the house of the the Cl
~
tell
h
t
Lord. If the service begins at half past ten ciety. This outside population, unless ed·
you of a tragic s~ne, w en once a lance or a spear with which to pierce
The Compradore.
in the morning, the regular congregation of cated and restrained,
will work ter- ~he close of the service I found a man h'
t
't
•h
ages
that
are
to
come_ tn one _of t_hese fron_t seats_-,wr,,ought _upon 1m, we were a sea, as i were, wit an
ror
In all European firms in Hong-Kong it
Ii
h
h
a ve c urc will not come at a quarter to
I 1d
Wh t th
eleven. If the service is to begin at half past Years ago, at New Orleans, when the choler& most ~~?htily.
~ ~,hrm:
a_ IS e elephant on our hands and no means to
becomes a necessity to have a Chinaman to
seven in the evening, the regular congrega- wasragingfearfully,a.steamboatputoutjust
matter.
_He_refhed: I am a cawve_of
t
h'
tion of a live church will not come at a before nightfall, crowded with passengers stron~ d.rmk, . came from the
est, ~ cap ure im,
act a~ "go-between"
for the English
quarter to eight. In some churches I have who were trying to escape from the th ':mg t, perh~ps, you could dome some good, 1 "The next evening we were more for seller and the Chinese buyer.
This man
notfoed the peo 1
l
ta d
Th
pestilence. After the boat had been out a ~ find you cant do,,me any good,,; I fi!ld the~e
•
•
are some peopl~ '!,,~e :;.::fuays\a~.
little while the engineer fell with the cholera.
1sno hope for me. I said:
Come mto this tunate.
We supplied ourselves with the enters the firm as a paid clerk.
He is
were born too late,andtheproba.bility
is they The captain
in consideration,
went dde room and we will talk together." "Uh, largest and most powerful shark hooks
and must be
will die too late. The rustling of dresses up down among' the passengers and asked· no!" he said, "there's no need if m"!
•
•
' generally fairly educated,
the aisle, and the slamming of doors, and "ls
there any one here who knows g-~ingin; I nm alostm~ ; I h~ve a beautiful made snells eighteen mches to two feet able to converse in Pigeon
English.
· the treading
of heavy feet, is poor anythin.,. about engineering!"
A Swarthy
wife ; I hav:e f~ur beautiful children; I had a in length of quadruple
twisted wire to
Through
his
means
all
bargains
are
comll!Spirati_on~or a minister. . It requires great man repiied. "I am an engineer " "Well " fine profession ' I have had a thorough eduh
' •
f
•
abstraction ma pastor's m 111
d to proceed with said the ·captain
"I would· be ven
cation; I had every _opportunity a '?an evez prevent t e monsters Jaws rom gettmg
pleted, as the Englishman
cannot speak
t.he preliminary exercises of the Church when jflad if you would ~e charge of this boat.i• b.a.d, but I am a captive ofstr,ong dr~;
~ away with our hooks and tackle.
With
Chinese, nor can the Chinese dealer conone-half of the audience seated a.re looking l'he man went to the engine The steamer
only knows what I suffer.
I SOJ.d:
Be h
•
•
&round to see the other half come in. Such moved more r11,pidly,until, after awhile, the en;ouraged; c.omE:in ~,ere,,, and we'll ~
eavy lances with winch to pierce the verse in English.
These compradores .
a difl'erence of attendance upon the house Captain and some passanger were alarmed
to.,e th0 r about 1~
No, he said,
I fish should we catch one we once more
as they arc called, are wealthy and reof God 1!-laybe a difl'erenc~ of time-pieces; and they went to see what was the mat'.- can't come; you can't do me me any good.
' .
but the hve Church of which 1 am speaking ter, and they found that this was a mani~c, I was on the !Ju,dson River Railroad yester- resorted to the scene of action.
We had sponsible men.
In some cases they beought to go by railroad time, aud that is engineer
and that
he was
peeping day, and<-~;,
down, I r"".olvcd nev!lr afam learned two lessons-that
the tackle used
long to families r11.:..king among the
• P,.,:etty _well understood in all our communities.
down the safet;v:-valve; and, as they to toueh & drop of 5t:ong drmk. While sat
-~
-~_,..----,,......,_ "'r'1ffil'6
JS JHC IJti:tln that ought to be sung in a ea.me to him, he said, "I am commlai.oned of there a man C8Jlle m-a l?w creature-and
to catch the west co,"1't tarpon wns abso- highest classes.
They are wealthy, nay,
great many Christian families on Sabbath Satan to drive this steamer to hell!" and he sat by me; he. had a whiskey flask, a!1d he lutely
insufficient
i-ad had to be submorning:
said
to
me:
'W1llyoutake
adrink"i'I
s,udno;
'
fabulously
wealthy,
some of them, and
1
nourished hlS ptstoi, ana wou1a not come but oh how Tilvanted it! and as I said no, it stituted
by the most powerful
shark
When
"Early, my God, without delay,
down.
But after awhile, through some seemed that the liquor curled up around the t kl
d tl t th 1
t'
tO
I supposed to be honest men.
I haste to seek Thy face."
stratagem, be was brought from his position, mouth of the flash and begged: 'Take rue! ac e, an
ia
e 1 .oper imc
ang C they arrange a purchase for the firm in
and the lives of the passengers were saved. take me! take me!' I felt I couldn't resist itf was by moonlight, when they come in
Another characteristic of a live church is 0, mv friends! that steamer had no such
whose employment
they may be, they
• d no t to dr'111
k·, nn d
an d ye t I was clete rmme
the inlets and cuts to feed on the smaller
the fact that all the people participate in the peril J as our
institutions
are threat- rushed out on the platform of the car, and
become responsible
for the payment of
exercises. A stranger can tell by the way the encd with,
if
the
i!morant
and I thought I would jump of!'; we were fish that abound in' these places at those
first tune starts whether there is any life unrestrained children of this land shall going at the
the amount in question.
If the purchase
rate
of '- forty miles
The
scene
that
prethere. A church that does not sing is a dead come up in their ignorance and their crime an hour, and I didn't dare to jump; times.
fails, they have t'o pay.
So it will be
church.
It is awful to find a cold drizzle of to engineer our ci,"il and religious institu- the paroxysm of thir!,-t went off, and I am sented
itself
on
our
arrival
music coming down from the organ loft
seen that the post of compradorc is no
tions, and drive them on the rocks. Educare here to-night." I said: "Come in, I'll pray was one of most exciting
interest.
W!Jile all the people beneath sit in silence: this ab~ndoned population. or they will over- for you, and commend you to God." He
sinecure, and that it is of supreme imW ~~n a tune wanders around. lonely and un- lhrow the institutions of this land. Gather
r,ame in trembling. Some of you remember. Here, there, and on all sides of us were
befnended, and 1s finally lost amid the arches them into your Sabbath-schools. l con• After the service, wo walked out and up the
portance for a commercial firm to secure
. because the people do not join in it, there is gratulate
you that many have been street. I said: "You
have an awful to be seen leaping and flashing in the the services of one at the same time
not much melod;" rnade unto the Lord. In gathered..
Go forth,
teachers, in the struggle;
I'll take you into a drug moonlight the glistening forms of these
Heaven they all· sing, though some there name of the Lord Jesus Christ, and store: perhaps th9 doctor can give you some
graceful and fearless creatures.
As we wealthy, honest and reliable.-[Gentlccannot sing half as we!J as others. on the coming Sabbath may the,"'il be medicine that will help you in your struggle
1
man's Magazine.
'fhe Methodist Church has sung all around
found gathered scores and hundreds of these though, after all, you will have to depena would
cast out our lines baited with
the world, and gone from conquest to wanderers, and instead of eighteen hundred upon the grace of God." I said to the docconquest, among other things because it is a in the Sabbath-school, we shall see three tor: "Can you give this man something to mullet they would be seized almost im •
An Obliging Hu~band.
&ingmg church; and any Christian church or- thousand or four thousand, and the grace of help !u'm in his battle agai1ISt strong drink!" mediately, and ere we could tighten our
ganization that with enthusiasm performs this God will come dowu upon them, and the Holy "I can," replied the doctor, and he preLady
Arden
complained
of a toothP"':'"tof its duty will go on from triumph to Spirit will bring them all into the truth.
~red
a bottle of medicine.
I said· grasp the fish would dart to this side or
tr1mnph. A church of God that can sing, can
Another chnra.ckri,-t;ic of a live church tJ "l'herP is no alcohol in this-no
stron.2· that.
One moment
the line would be ache. All the remedies used on such
do anything th!it ought to be done. ,v e go one with appropriate architecture.
In the drink"/" "None at all," said the doctor.
occasions were applied, but still she
forth into this holy war with the Bible in one far West and amid destitute population, a "How long will this !&st'/'' I inquired. •·It entirely
limp and
apparently
empty
hand ancl.a hymn-book in the other. Oh! ye log church is very appropriate-the
At length she decided
people will last him a week." "0," I said, "give us when, swish, over to the ri 0crht of you found no relief.
who used to sing the praises of the Lord and living in log houses. But in communities another bottle." We passed out into the
a distance of
have got out of the habit, take your harps where people live in comfortable abodes, & street and stood under the gaslight.
It was would leap a monster eight to ten feet in on sending to Edinburgh,
down from the willows. I am ~lad to know church uncommodious or la<:k.ingin beauty is getting late, and I said to the man: "I must the air, shakin!! his wonderfully
fifty miles from Clydesdale Castle, for a
formed
that, as a church, we are makmg advance- a moral nuisance. Becaus" Christ was born in part with yo1L Put your trust in the Lord,
dentist to extract the suffering tooth,
ment in this respect. ,vhen I came to be vour a manger is uo rea..<;0nwhy we should worship and He will see you through. You will make head, and nine times out of ten the hook
pastor we had an excellent choir in the little Him in a barn_ Let the churches of Jesus use of this medicine when the paroxysm of
and when he arrived she declared
that
ld
•
If
chapel, and they sang very sweetly to us Sab- Christ be not' only comfortable, but ornat;e. thirst comes on." A few week.~passed away. wou
go spmnmg severa
eet away.
A
bath by Sabbath; but everandanon there was Years ago we resolved to have a comfortable and I got a letter from Boston saying: "Dear strange feature of the fish's pranks was her nerves were uuequal to submitting to
trouble, for you know that the choirs in the church. "\Veresolved that it should be amphi- friend, I inclose the money you paid for that his attempt
to grab the hook after an operation unless she saw it performed
United States are the 1Vaterloos where the theatrical in shape. The prominent archi- medicine. I have never used any of it. The
on some one else first.
The few friends
great battles go on. One Sunclav they will tects of the country, after figuring on the thir,,-t for strong drink has eJ1tirely gone throwing it from his mouth,
sometimes
sing lilrn angels, and the next Sunday they matter a good while, said that such a church away from me. I send you two or catchin .., it before it struck the water.
admitted to the sanctuary of her boudoir
0
will be mad, and will uot sing at all "tve re- would not ba churchly, and they would have three newspapers to show you what
solved to settle all the difficulties, and ha VP. nothing
to do with the enterprise. I have been doing since I came to Boston.•·
"Thus
the sport
continued,
ever looked aghast at this dcclarat.ion, each
one skillful man at the organ. and one man But after awhile we found an architect will- I opened the newspapers and saw accounts
t hf l 1 t I 1b
expecting to be called on, but after a
to do the work of a precentor: and now, from ing to risk his reputation.
He put up for us of meetings of two or three thousand peopl€ wa c u ~s t le me
eeame entangled
silence of a few minutes and no one ofSabbath to Sabbath, the song comes up like the first tabernacle, in amphitheatrical style. to whom this man had been preaching right
in the least with any part of the body,
the voice of mighty thunderings.
We liked it. All who came liked it. This eousness, temperance, and judgment tc f • h
h fl h
fering, she told Lorcl Arden that he
building followed in the same style. We be- come.
I have heard from him again
or m t at case, were t e s to . take a
" Let those refuse to sing
must have a tooth out-, that she might
lieve it is appropriate and adapted.
An an- and again since. Ho is faithful now, course from the boat,
the unfortuna.te
Who never knew our God;
gular church will have an angular theology. and will be, I know, faithful to the last. 0,
Id
But children of the Heavenly Kin!?
judge from his manner of supporting th\¼
'l'heChurch of JesusChristoughttobeagreat
this work of- soul saving! Would God that wou
run a great risk of being drawn
Should speak their joys abroad.''
it.
fan1ily circle, the pulpit only the fire-place, out of this audience to-day 500 men mi~ht overboard or being badly lacerated. The operation if she could go through
On the way to triumph that never ends, and a.round which they ru·e gathered in sweet and hear the voice of the Son of God bidding
He appeared
~mazingly
disconcerted,
pleasures that never die--singl
domestic communion.
But when our first them come to a glorious resurrection!
wonderful power possessed by these denbut
Another characteristic of a live church is a tabernacle went up, 0 the caricature and the
All the offers of the Gospel are extended to izcns of the sea may be judged from the made a wry face and expostulated,
flourishing Sabbath-school. It is too late in scoffing! They said: '' It's a hippodrome I you, "without monPy and without price,"
the lady insisted.
The obedient husth
the history of the Christian Church to argue It's a holy cb·dns I It's Ta.Image's theatre I" and you are conscious of the fact that theso fact that in
c capture of a hundredthe benefit of such an institution. The i::ia.b- But the Lord came down with power upon opportunities will soon be gone forever. pounder the boat containing myself and band submitted, and a fine, sound tooth
bath-school is not a supplement to the Church; that old building, and made it a gate of The conductor of a rail-trai.11 was telling me
it is its right arm. But you sav there are heaven to a great many. And this building of the fact that he was one night standing assistant was drawn back and forth over was extracted from his jaw, after which
dead churches that have Sabbath-schools.
followed. That we were right in persisting by.' his train
on u side track, his a distance of two miles or more.
This she declared that she had seen enough to
Yes, but the Sabbath-schools are dead, too. in the style of. architecture
is proved tram having been switched off so tha1
.
It is a dead mother holding in her arms a by the fact that now there r.re sixty or the express train might dart past unhindered. means bemg employed
to wear out the convince her that she could not under,.,o
a similar operation. -[Manchester
Co;,
dead child.
But when superintendent, and seventy churches in the United States He said while.he stood there in the darkness, strencrth of the fish it is at last drawn
O
teachers, and scholars come on Sabbath after• in the same style. Indeed, our tabernacle has beside his train on tho side-track. he heard 1
•
'
•
noons together, their faces glowing with in- I revolutionized Church architecture in this the thunder of the express in the distance. up to a distance that will allow an assist- . rier.
terest and enthusiasm, and their songs are country. A live Church must have a com- 1:hen he_ saw the fl~h of the headlii:,ht. ant to spe11r him and even then it requires
heard all through the exercises, and at the mod.ions, a comfortable, an a.clapted building. 'lhe tram came with fearful
velocity, •
.
'.
.
.
A Smart Crow.
close they go away feeling that they have "How amiable aro Thy Tabernacles, 0 Lord nearer, nd nearer, until after awhile. when i. considerable
skill to land him m the
Engineer
Jack
Ellis of
Williams!Jeen _outhe Mount of Transfiguration-that
of Hosts! I would rather he a door-keeper in came very near, lly tue 11asuor the hear!Hgnt, boat while undergoin 0r, his last efforts
1s a ltve schoolJ..and it is characteristic of a the house of my God than to dwell in the tents he saw that the switclunan, either through in~
port, Penn., has a very large and wise
live Church. There is only one thing I have of wickedness."
toxicati~r
inditre,·ence, had not a.ttEjndedto and struggles.
Lucky is he who snccrow. He is two feet !,mg from the tip
against the Sabbath-schools of this comitry,
Again, the characteristic of a live cburch his duty, a.n'U
that the train, unless something ceeds in getting one of these varieties,
and that is, they are too respectable. ·we must be that it is a soul-saving church. It were done immediately, would rush on the
~
of his beak to the tip of his tail feathers,
gather
into our schools th<> children
must be the old Gospel of Christ. "Oh," say side track and <lash tho other train to atoms. for of all gamy fish this is considered by
and is a scientific thief.
A shepherd
of
the
refined and
the cultured,
some people, the Gospel of Christ allows but He shouted to tile switchman: ••t:ictup that
tl 10
d"ffi
I
and the educated;
but alas for the a small swing for a man's faculties, and some switch!" ar\d with one stroke tbe switch seamen
moS t I cut to capture."
. dog, chained to a kennel
in the yard
great multitude of the children of the men have left tl.te ministry with that idea." went back~ and the c:s:pres.~ thundered
'is one of his worst victims.
·whencve;
abandoned and the lost! A few of them are One such said to Rowland Hill: "1 have on. 0, me 11 and women, going on toward
Quite Frientlly.
gathered into our Sabbath-schools; but what
left the miltistry because I don't want to the eternal , vorld, swift as the years, swift as
he
sees
the
dog
gnawing
a bone he
n
th
about thP. 70,000 destitute children of New hide my talents any longer." "Well," re- the months, swift as the days, swift as the
"Don't you fi tl
e people around
York, and the score of thousands of des- plied Rowland Hill, "I think the mor'-' you hours, swift as the minutes, swift as the sec- here very sociable," asked Cobwiggcr o sneaks up behind hin1 and grab3 him by
titute children of Brooklyn, around whom hicl~your talents the better." "Why, there is onds-on what tr,tek are you running? Tothe· tail; the suclclcn attack
causes the
are _thrown no benign, and heavenly, and no held on earth so grand ~s that wluch 1s ward light ct-r darkness·! Toward victory or a new neighbor.
dog to quickly wheel about to find out
Christian miluences! It is a tremendous ques- open before t~e ~os]x•J mmJ.Stry, Have you • defeat1 'l'o, vard heaven or hell! Set up that
'~Ycs, indeed, I do," was the hearty
tion, what is too b<"corneof the de~titut.- chi!- powers of ana1ys1~1 ~xhaust them here; Hav,:, I switch. Cr ,. aloud to God. "Now is the day
dren of tl,csc citie.~! ·we must ad on them you unconquerab,e logic! Let 1tgrn.ppie with, of salvatio,•tf"
response.
"Only fl moment ago, I met a whal's there, but the crow holds on and
goes around with tho tail to where the
or they will act on us. \V"ewill either Chris- Paul's Epistle to the RomallS. Have
bep:2ar and he held out his hand to me."
tianize them, or they will hcathenize us. It is you stroug- imagination 1 Let it . dis- b~~-~~ng
of Norf~lf~r:;;: ~~f
-[Bazar.
coveted bone is, snatches it up, and is in
a question 1wt moi·e for the Christian tba.u course on the . Pmhns of David. or advic, ~f O l '~Jed~~I:;.o~v~man p{it a drop
---------nn instant out of the reach of. t.hc angry
for the philanthropist and the statesmen.
John's 4"pocalypt1c V1s10n.. Have yo_ugreat! ol molas-e, ?ineac,, eye every day, and ·was
Th t d, • A , .
l • E
I
Ohl it we conld have all these suffer- J power ot pathos/ Exhaust it m telling tho comp!etely nurcd sos ys the Norfolk Land? ra c,_m mei!can :ipp cs ID ng- animal.
. ..torv of a Saviour's love. Have vou a bold I mark.
/
•
lancl
is
growmg
steadily.
1
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cause of lack of proper care, he must ••x
; Murphy
, o em b er, 1880,,, wrote Jos. Pi
· conclude that, no matter how economi- [ Springfield, 'renn.,'·my w;te sufferell eightee~
Deatro:vlns Bubbl•h
in Garden ■ •
cal the average farmer is in some respects
mon th s wi th ne·,r,,Jgfa and paraly~is. By use
.
.
,
, of St. Jacobs Oil, she could Wl\lk." October
Gardens are commonly
visited very
10 others he 1s recklessly wasteful.
7tb, 1886, he writes. •·My "ifo reconred
•
early by the various kinds of noxious inGo through
any neighborhood
and t rely." Prica tilt~ cent,.
en
1ecta that destroy the vegetables grown
you will see plows and harrows and culEdward A. Stanley nf Chicago lequeathed
an estate of over $500,000 in a "1.1 of four
in them.
One reason for this is that
tivators standing in the field where they line,.
they remain dormant in their bidingwere last used.
All through our western
Charles Tiel, Philadelphia, Pa., was in a
places under weeds, pieces of boards or' country, you will see reapers, mowers, hopelesa condilion from throat trouble .and
YBOY
TO
d th
h·
h.
l
a.s~hma. Red Star Cough Cure cured him.
clods of manure.
It is a common pracan
res rng mac mes eft out-of doors Price twenty-five cents. At drui.rgiata.
$900.
tice to change the garden spot occasion$7.50
all winter. Wagons seldom have shelter.
Wbe n y Ou ma k e a m Is t ake d on •t 1ook bacA.
ally, so that the plants when they appear
Send for
Any one who has ever looked into the at it long. 'rake the reason of the tuln
FER
your own mind, and then look forwarcf
Catalogue, ',
will not be immediately
disturbed
by matter knows that exposure to the ele-, Into
Mistakes are lessons .of wisdom. The past 46 pp., 4to,
QUAJ<TRR
their insect ene\nies.
The better plan is mcnts does more to spoil a machine than ~~~~~~t:/hanged.
1'he future Is yet 111
IJP.
to remove all the weeds,
litter and ruball the
wear
it
gets
in
doing
If a cough disturbs your •leep, tako Piso•8
bish from gardens.
Then late in the foll its
IMPROVED UPRIGHT PIANOS
work.
It
seems
strange Cure for Lonsumption and rest well.
The new mode of piano construction invented
plow the soil, leaving it as loose as posthat hard
working
men,
men who
by Mason& HamHnin 1882 has Ileen fully proved,
sible, and some time during the winter
\.~DIA
~
ma~y excellent experts pronounc(ngit the "greatpride themselve.s on their prudence and
~,~
cover liberally with manure.
This will
est improvementmade in pianos of the centu.,-."
-~I~
economy, will allow so much valuable
For lull information, semi :Or Catiuogue.
give plenty of time for the soluble ferPINKHAM'S
property to go to waste because of neg.
MASON
k HAMLIN
ORGAN
ANDPIANO
CO.,
tility of the manure to· leach into and
lect and car~lessness.
It is that, and not
VEGETABLE
,
BOS'l'ON,
15i Tremont
St. NEWYOllll:,
{6 East14thS\,
be incorporated with the soil.
ignorance, which brings about so much
One Agent (llierehant only)wanted tn eTery iown tot
damage to farm machinery yearly.
Poultry
Manure.
Chills and Fever, Fever and
Every farmer should have a shed, at
A. correspondent
of the Rural New
Is 11l'ositlve Care
Ague Conquered.
building
enclosed on all sides
Yorker, after careful experiments,
gives least-a
For_ ALL cf tho,o Painful
RAUWAY'S
READY RELIEP
would
be
better-under
which
to
store
the following estimate of the value of
We believe your "TvDslll's Punch" 5-cent cigar to
Oehcat$
Complaint.a and
be the best in ..A..mericu!or the money.
Noton!y cure■ the patient ,elzed with thls terrlb~
Complice:ted troubles and
the manure made by a fowl in one year: machinery when not in use. He should
'\\ 1 • D. SEWELL & Co., Juniata.,
Neb.
ro~ to. eettlenin
new,ly.-:~ttled dlstriots, where u.e
Weakne,s.es 10 -:ommon
''Tans1ll 's Punch'' 1Rtr,e best~- cigar in the market.
ll~lar1a or Ague oxi ■ td, but .It people exposed. &o 11
amcnr our W1v11, Mothers.
mak\) it a point to have everything
The average full grown fowl consumes
C. M. TowNsEND, Wallingford,
Vcrmout.
"'111, e-very niornfn:g- on g-cttin.rr out ot'. bed ta,ke
and Oa.u1hter1,
t~cn
ty
or
tblrty
drops
or the HeadyRe lier ii, agl ..
A.ddre.. R. W. TANSILL
& CO., Chlcna-o.
It will not only
in a year tlw following quantity of food brought to this shelter.
or wnter &Ud ea.t, sa7, a cra~k:er they will escape ...
It 101·n CUt"e mtlrd11
ta<-ks. rhtn must be done before goln< out.
all
ot'nrian.orvagitu1I
or its equivalent:
56 pounds of corn, 80 be protected in a great degree from the
There is not" r~medial14<:ent
Ill the worldthat will
trouble.,, Inflammacmrc Fever and Ague a.nd alt.r,tber M.a.1a.t1ou~Btltou
tfon and Ol~ra,.
on,! other fP-ve,.,., ni,te<l by RADWAY•!!!PJLl4
pounds of wheat, 23 pounds of bran and weather, but it will be where he ''knows
tion, Fa.lltng and
1oqulck.,.RADWAY'l!I
READY .KELI.HF,
where it is" wh~n he wants to use it. If
an unknown quantity of hay iii winter
.uiS11la.~mts;
tk
&.FARMWA~ONSltlHllotntyear Fifty ce ■ t• por bottle. SoJd by dr,..iri,,ce.
_
cons~qu,nt I.Pinal
.
'
The cheapest .~;~1,k!:c:!~t!: 8::WtifiltRTLWOfflTWI
he will treat the wood-work to a coat of
grass m summer, bugs, worms, ground
ta•h•d te •l' wacona.
paint occasionally,
and go over the
shells, bone, lime, broken
crockery,
.All &N W&n'A•~
d to tlw
(Tile Oal,- Gean.In•>
Prices mailed free.
o~n.n'e Surft Friendadapt,
.
_,_,...,....,....,..;..;..;;,;,;;;;
chanal! of l{f&
metal parts with oil, he will be investgravel stones, etc.
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....,_
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...
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Ths Grea.t :Blori Purifier,
advantage.
In thi• way he can save ,UfD
pounds
of ench of the above-named
'10UIIOU.
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ACENTS WAN fED tor the LIFE OP
For cure ot all ~me
"'.. , Scrot"1-. BlOOII
l'.',lrS:>ld 1,y :!)ruv~st11.
Price 81. Per bo&ile.
enough
on
his
machinery
in
one
year
to
Taint..,
S,-ph11l\!CGOD>1\ll>tn,.,.,
Oonaum1>Slon. ~
grain foods: Corn, 88 cents; wheat, 85
ular DlS<!Me,U1Cj)l'I,Ohronlo Rbewna.tbm, Erntp,NEW YORK
pay for a good ahed,-[Our
Country'
elu, ltld11ey.Dlad4er -•
1..1.,.....Complaints. l>~
cents; bran, 73 cents.
Thus we have
pcpsia, AtieetloDS QC Ule Lnnga and Throat. ptll'llle9
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J~hep~~v!!:~2
the lllood., 1'88torin.g
health and Tiger.
leaving out fractions, from 56 pounds of Home.
~}i, l~~e.~:~~ '"~ftet~!!~!sifuJ!.P~e:
!,!oldby Drul!'.dto1:"- 81 per Bottlo.
The latest 1tyles di~i;'fu1~=:~f!1.
tor •• pa.7 lh• rrelsllL and rtn Rxtr.\ T,mn1. Send for circ~
corn, manure valued at 18 cents; from
How to 'Use Salt,
~;rel<ln~i~m~rade- ~- AddreM JU.1t'U"OH.J.t PUB. UO., Hn.rtlord, Conn.
SO pounds of wheat,
10 cents, and
A correspondent of the Country Gen"HUI'■ Own." 1n
0
from 25 pound3 of bran,
18 centsAny who desire reliable maps am! lntorm&tlon ot
The Great Linr arul Stemach Remedy
tleman is authority
for the !ollowin.,.:
I
~~"::';'.a~1:er
~%~,\~
O
way fashion.
You.
the fr~e lands and cheap lanus or Dako :a, Nebr&e1ka For the cure or all dlsordere of the Ste,
h. Lt
total 46 cents, to say nothing
o! all S lt h
a s ould not be used on cold, heavy
.
.-~nkeeplnthorash- and lllmnesota government lMd Jawo, location of tree Bowel&. Kldnevs. BJMl<l<n',N<>n-ou.wl)lse:: ~":t
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Bil,.
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Ion. How 1 Walt lanl18,
the other articles consumed.
The waste
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if any one docs he
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to_F.
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No.
5
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Street,
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need not be more than with any other
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HILL BROTHERS,
stock.
With me it is less, for I have t d
Uewnrd
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en ency 1S to ·eep t e ground cool and 564 & 366 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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learned the value of the manure
nnd moist.
It will do such soil more harm Hate, Caps and Stra.wGood•,at whoksa~ onzv. '
Cll8e
or Kt•ney
•rrouble•,
~eram careful to save and properly
store than good •
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e Cas Upon very young purllles the blood. Ito purity and del!caryor flavor N erve Blrters fall to cur.. 50e. Herb )l(edlc!neCo. o!DJapepsiadisappear,and
wl\h themthel.abllltyol
the systemto contract diaeas..,. Take the medicine
has equaled Peruvi~n guano, pound !or and tender plants of any kind, as it w,ill co~d
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Judgment should be employed in using
.Potato Culture.
A. W. McCormlek
,Jr, Saw,Wublac:ton
DC
•
Potatoes
may be cut and sprouted
ObG&lnea.llead aU.U: ~~
•••BXSUB.ETOQJCT~W.1.Y'l!lo
so strong and active an agent, but I
PATENTS
P
IR..,.ntors'Gu!de. 1..flll .. 1 DPIUIHabltCurod.'l'reatmei.t ■enlOlltrllll.
wherever they can be placed upon a think, indee4 I know,
that some men
1LU1o a&eul l.aw:,er. Wuh!Airtoa. D. (l.
'
BUJU.JJaBllJODTOe.-Lal'Q.-.iheap of horse manure, covered with a do not use any.
I had a friend in Stark
few inches of soil, and then taken up who heard me in a lecture
recommend
an<l set in the hills where they are ready
salt on onion beds, when I strictly urged
~o grow. Some farmers plant large :fields that it should be dragged
or worked in
m this way.
It makes con•idemblc
~eforc the aeed was sown; but forgetextra labor t_o do this, as the sprouted
tmg what I said, or thinking
it would
pieces
must be taken up and handled
make no diiicl'bnce, he did not salt until
very carefully to prevent breaking off of the ~nio~s wcre\about
two inches high,
the sprJuts or roots, and must be set in and It killed thfm all; which he laid to
their places by hand.
Those who have me, and me:,,nt to give me a '-SJfarful
tried it claim that the extra prices paid scolding, but 11,owing another
root crop
for the earliest potat0 in tho market will that turned out splendidly,
he gave up
pay for this extra labor.
They also the scolding.
Had he waited
until the
claim another ad vantage in getting the tops were as big as a large pipe-stem he
crops out of the way before haying and might have covered the ground an inch
in sea,son to put in a second crop upon deep, and hia onions would have done
the same land, which is an object where finely.
The following words, in praise of DR. PIERCE'S FAVORiTEPRESCRIPTION118 a remedy for those delicate diseases and weaknesses peculiar to women, must be of interest to every sufferer from such •maladies. They are !air samples of the spontaneous
land is high priced and gardens
are
Onions should be sown on the same
expr!'.ssions with which thousand1 give utterance to their sense of gratitude for the inestimable boon of health which has been
small.
Many gardeners upon such lands ground year after year, as they continue
restored to them by the
ot this world-famed medicine.
------•
.:iloHNE. SEGA.R,of MiUenbeck, va., writes:
~rs. e9_rHIA.
F. :BosWELL,White Oottaa,e,o..
claim that they would make no profit if to improve.
There are yards a hundred
"llrywife bad been suffering tor two or three
HREW
WAY
wntes:
1 to_ok_
elcren bottles of your Fa..,
yeiirs with female weakness, and had paid
HER
yorite i;rescr1pt1on and one bottle of your
they only grew 011e crop in a season upon years old, and their yield would astonouit one hundred dollars to physicians withPellets. ~ am domg my work, and hnve been
their gardens, and often contrive to grow ish the common grower. The tops when
HROWN ._. out
relief. She took Dr. Pierce's Favorite
for som~ time. I have had to employ help for
_______
P,tscription and it did her more good than
r
about sixteen r".ars before I commenced takover the
three, by having one plantecl and par- cut off should be scattered
ell/ the me.dicine given to her by the physi- ., ______
• ing your med1cme. I have had to wear .a
•
clans
during
the
three
rears
they
had
been
practicing
upon
her."
.
,supporter
mo~t ::lf the time; this I have laid
tially grown before the other is removed.
ground (do not leave them in lumps), as
ihfrs. GEORGEHERGER,of JVestfielcl, N. ·y.,
aside, and teel SB 11 ell as J ever did.
The farmer who has plenty of land usu• they. make the best food for the 0"rowin" 0
"I was a great sufferer from JeucdrMrs. MAY GLEASON,ot Nuntea, OUawa Co.
EITESTw~ites:
r ~. bearing-down pains, and pain eontinT DRKSMich.,
writes: "Your •Favorite Prescription'
THEGR
ally considers that it takes more manure
onions; then sow salt, and then put on
u <llyacross my back. Three bottles of your
bus worked wonders in my ease.
ARTHLY
DON
'lllavorlte Prescription' restored me to perWONDERS
Agnin she writes: "Htivinftakenseventl
botand labor to grow two crops upon one a coat of manure.
• te•ct health. I treated with Dr. --,
for
• ties of tbe 'Favorite Prescrirtion' I have re.. _______
• nlee months, without receiving any benefit.
iralned my health wonderful y, to the astonishacre than it doc,i to cultivate two acres.
I do not think salt is much of a fertilThe 'Favorite Prescrlrtion'
ill the &Teatest earthly boon to us
ment of myself and friends. ,I cnn now be on my feet all day,
izer in itself, though plants take it up,
poor 1u1'1'erin1r
women, "
attending to the duties of my' household.
Mai11falnln11: th.e l,'ertillty of Solla,
and by the
There are a few rules in regard to main- as you can tell by tasting
taining fertility which should be fol- stiffening and gluzing of straw of a plaut
Many times wome/ call on their family physicians, suffering, a.s th',Y imagine, one. from dyapepsi_a,ano~her from heart disea!le_
I think it acts
loweil.
One is that all the unsold or grown in salted ground.
another from liver otr kidneyfdisease another fro;n,. nervous exhaustion or prostrat10n, another with pam here or there, and in
upon
and
assimilates
the
gross
matter
this
way they all pres~. 1t alike to themselves and their easy-going and indifferent, or over-busy doctor, separate and distinct diseases,
unfed portions of crops should, if possifor which he prescrib1' 3 his pills aud potions, assuming them to be such, when. in reality, they are all only symptoms caused by some
in the soil so as to make it available
womb disorder. The~ ,bysic111n ignorant of the cause of suffering, encourages his practice until large bills are made. The sufferlni;t
ble, be returned to the soil upon which
patient gets no better, but prob;bl;y-worse by reason of the <lelay,wrong treatll'.!ent nnd consequent ~omplications. A proJ?er medicine.
they grew, or an equivalent
should be !oqd.
li)<e Dr, Pierce's Favo<rite Prescription, directe_d to the cause would h~vc ent1rely removed tbo disease, thereby dispelling all those
Having
a
hill-side
pasture
which
could
diatressmg symptom!, and instltutmg comfort msteacl of prolonged imsery.
returned.
Thus, if wheat is raised, the
A :Marvelous Cure,- Mrs. G. F. SPRAGUE,
M:rs. E. F. MORGA..'<,
of No. 71 Lexinuton St.,
not be easily ploughed, I thought
I
of Crystal, Mich., writes: "I was troubled with
grain sold and the straw composted with
HYSICIANS
Ea;<•tBoston; Mass., says: "Five years ago I
JEALOUS
female weakness, Jeucorrl1ea and falling of tho
would
try
salt,
which
I
did
on
one-half
wa1,:
a
dreadful
sufferer
from
uterine
troubles.
the dung of animals, we form a manure
womb for seven years, so I had to keep mi bed
Ha, 7ing exhausted the skill of three phyFAILED.
of it, casting on also what little wood
for a good part of the time. I doctored with an
DOCTORS.
.. ______
,. sici ans. I was completely discouraged, and so
which returns much that was removed
army of different physicians, and spent large sums
we: ck I could with difliculty cross the room
of
money,
but
no lasting benefit. At last my husband
by the crop. If the straw be partly or ashes I had, and the result was surprisalone. I began takinrg Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription and persuaded me received
try your 1)1eclicines,which I was loath to dol
It killed all the weeds but the
using the local treatn ient recommended in bis 'Common Sense because I was to
wholly fed to animals, still a large por- ing.
prejudiced
against them, and the doctors saia
Medical Adviser.' I c, )mmenced to improve at once. In three
they would do me no good. I finally told my husband that if
months I was perfectl-1), cu.red, and have had no trouble since. I
tion naturally finds its way back to the thistles, and. causecl a rapid and great
he
would
get
me
some
of
your medicines, I would try them
]l"rote a letter to my_ ;famEy paper, briefly mentioning h(?Wmy against the advice of my physician.
He got me six bottles of thchealth had been restoie· :d, and offering to send the full particulars
s01!.
A. portion of the plant food sup- growth of grass, and I doubt if one of
'Favorite
Prescription,'
also
six bottles of the 'Discovery,' for
to any one writing_ 1 :ii for them, and enciosin(l a slamped-enmy horses, cattle or sheep went on the
ten
dollars.
1
took
three
bottles
of
•Discovery • and four of"
ply of the soil is irrecoverably lost in the
vel-Opefor reply.
I , f ;.<Vereceived over four hundred letters.
'Favorite Prescription,' and I have been a sound woman for four
unsalted part to feed during the whole
In
reply,
I
have
des~i~'bed
my
case
and
the
treatment
used,
years.
I
then
gave
the
balance
of
the
medicine
to my sister, who
grain sold, in the bones of the animals,
and have earnestly ac· ised them to • do lilcew!se.' From a great
was troubled In the same way, and she cured herself ln a abort
season.
The next season I sowed the
many I have receivedt! econd letters of thanks, stating that they
in the milk sold off the farm, etc.
But
time. I have not bad to take nny :medicine now for almost
had commenced the \~ 1 of 'Favorite Prescription,' had sent the
other part in the same way, and so on
four years."
$1.50 required for thtl! • Medlcnl Adviser,' and had applied the
we can _calculate very nearly what this
local treatment so ful 1 and plainly laid down therein, and were
for two or three years, until thoroughly
loss is and make it good at small expense
much better already:"'· ,
redeemed.
if we do not delay too long.
It is much
Wheat, grass, onions, potatoes, and
better to feed than to sell hay and straw,
The treatment of mm y "thousands of cases cures nausea, weakness of stomach, indiIn ;pregnancy,
"Favorite Prescription••
most root crops will stand a ton and a
of those chronic weakr esses and distressing gestion, bloatinjl' and eructations of gas.
is a •mother's cordial," relieving nausea,
because the tax upon the soil is so much
ailments peculi'!-rto fer! mies, at the Invalids'
As a sootlung
and strengthening
weakness of stomach and other distressing
half to the acre, though it is not necesHotel and Surgical Ine t';itute, Buffalo, N. Y., nervine,"
Favorite Prescription" is un- symptoms common to that condition. It
less, and whoever does sell these prosary to use this quantity, as they will
has afforded a vast e x;perience in nicely equalled and is·invaluable in allaying and its use is kept up in the latter months of
ducts should surely plan to buy fertiadapting and thorougl alY"testing remedies subduing nervous excitability, ~rritability, gestation, it so prepares the system for dethrive well with !es~.
for the cure of woma.,r.~•speculiar maladies. exhaustion, prostration, bystena, spasms livery' as to greatly lessen, and many times
lizers to make good his drafts upon the
Dr. Pic1•ce's FavL ~ite Prescription
and other distressing, nervous symptoms almost entirely do away with the sulferings
is the outgrowth, or I. ·esult, of this great commonly attend1mt upon functio1:-al aud of that trying ordeal.
soil. Near cities it is always easy to buy
Ile Gave Up A,11Hope.
and valuable experie ice. Thousands of organic diseruie of the womb. It mduccs
"Favorite
Prescription,"
when taken
testimonials, received \ from patients and refreshing sleep and relieves mental anx- in connection wit.h the use of Dr. Pierce's
stable manure, and this is ·ordinarily the
''Prisoner,"
said a Nevada
judge,
from physicians whr ')ave tested it in the ietv and despondency.
Golden Medical Discovery, and small laxamore aggmvutcd ari 1p;sj:,inateeases which
Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Proscription
tive doses of Dr. Pierce's Purgat.ive Pellets
most economical.
The hay, -grain and
"what have you to say to this indict- :
had bt1ftlcd their sk, J, ~rove it to be the is a legitimate
nrndicine,
carefully (Little Liyer Pills), cures Liver, Kidney and
straw are thus returned, the loss is not mcnt; are you guilty or n')t guilty?"
'
most wonderful rcmc v ever devised for compounaed by an experienced and skillful. Bladder dlseases. '!'heir combined use alsoth12relicf and cure of·)! -ifl'ering women. It physician, and adapted to woman's delicate· removes blood taints, and abolishes canonly made good, but the condition of
'·Before I answer the question, Judge,
is not recommended 1 . a "cure-all," but organization. It is purely vegetable in its ccrous and scrofulous humors from the
ns a most perfect C.1lecifte for woman's composition and perfectly harmless in its system.
the land is improving all the time, for I'd like to ask your Honor if this· little
peculiar ailments.
·> I
effects in any condition of the system.
"Favorite Prescription"
ls the only
.t..s a pow-crfttl, in/ 'ivigorating tonic,
"Favorite
Prescription"
is a posimedicine for women sold, by d'ruggists
this is the natural result of tillage.
spectacled dude is all the lawyer I've
it
imparts
strcngtll
t;ej,
the
whole
system,
tive
cure
for
the
most
complicated
and
u11der
a
positive
guarantee,
from the
-[American
Agricu 1turist.
and to t:!10 uterus O • womb and its ap- obstinate cases of leucorrbea, or "whites," manufacturers, that 1t will give satisfac-got."
r.endages,
in
p_artic'ulatrr~·
For
overworked,
excessive
flowing
at
monthly
periods,
paintion
in
every
case,
or
money
will
be re- •
•·T:rntis Mr. Ferguson,sir,"
responded
'worn-out," • run-do1' p," debilitated tea,ch- ful menstruation, unnatural suppressions, funded. This guarantee has been printed
.Economy
and ,vaste.
"lrs, miJlincrs, dressrrf'~fakers, seamstresses, prolapsus or falling of the womb, weal, on the bottle-wrapper, and faithfully carthe Judge sternly;
"I have appointed
::l'Iost fa:·m~fo Git irri to he economical,
"shop-girls," bousekc~ ,pei·s, nursing moth- back, "female weakness," anteversion, re- ried out for many years. Large bottles
him to defend you, as you seem to have
era, and feeble wo1'1lo.en generally, Ur. trovel'sion. bearing-down sensatiom, chron- (100 doses) $1,00, or six bottles for
and lloubtle9s they think they are;
but
Pierce's Favorito Prcsi ,;ription is the great- ic congestion, in!lammation and ulceration $5.00.
no counsel."
est earthly boon bei;r' -,g unequalled as an of the womb, inflammation, :(lain and ten~ Send ten cents in stamps for Dr.
·when one comes t
,l:ink of the vust
appetizing cordial and' restorative tonic. It demess in ovaries, accompamcd with "in- Pierce's large, illustrated Treatise (160
"Judge," said the prisoner,
sighing j
P'l'Omotcsdigestion ani P1assimHation of food, ternal beat."
pages) on Diseases of Women.
i1
machinery
.Address.
WORLD'S DISPENSARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, No. 663 Main Street, BUFF.U:..O, N. Y~.
which goes to ruµi ev~ry •• •it~ simply l>> heavily, "l'm guilty."
11,B THE FARM AND GARDEN.
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An Explorer's Account of what He Saw
in the Interior of Africa.
The hundreds of beautiful islands of
the Congo, some of them ten to twenty
miles long, are as rich if not richer than
the main land, says Lieut. Taunt in his
report concerning his recent expedition
to Africa. As a rule, both mainland
and islands are covered with dense
forests, in which are to be found the
rubber, gum copal, p lm and other
valuable trees. Ou the m«in!and are
occasional stretches of immense plateaus,
which the elephant,
buffalo and other
game use for feeding grounds.
The
islands above Bangala arc covered with
+.housands of th J valuable oil p ,lm trees.
The Congo abounds in most excellent
food fhh, which form a staple article of
food ou the upper river. Tac natives
seldom eat the fish when fresh, but
\Smoke or dry them. The man-eating
crocodile is met with throughout the
river, and in the region of the islands
and sandbanks
the hippopotami
are
found,
I have frequently met herds of
fifteen or twenty of these beasts playing
in the river.
If disturbed
in their
breeding season they will attack passing
canoes and sometimes st<!amers. One of
the state launches has been badly iniured by the tusks of a hippo.
Of the mineral wealth of the Congo
valley there can be no question.
The
natives of all sections possess iron and
copper in large quantities.
The knives
11.ndspears are made of the iron and decorated with copper.
Their hrass ornaments are made from the matakos that
they purchase in trade from the whites.
I saw no gold or silver; the natives do
not place any value on these metals. It
has been reported that the Arabs have
found gold in small quantities in the inl;crior, above Stanley Fulls.
Tnc natives of the lower Congo are
&rmed with flint-lock muskets, but they
ue almost harmless.
They have no idea
Jf marksmanship,
and it is the exception when a man is killed in their tribal
wars. In October,
1885,
between
M'Ihuza 1\fateke and Vivi, I was in
eamp with
nearly 600 of 1\'.Iakito's
people (one of the most powerful chief.i
m the lower river); these people were relurning from the coast with rum, gin,
,tc., but with my native curavan and
Jno other while man, I camped as peacefully among these 600 natives as I could
b.avc done at Vivi. And r.gain, one of
the Enzlish mission is living alone at
Lutete, and has been so for months, the
11earest white man being fifty wiles from
b.im. The agents of thu state never
travel with a guard in the lower country,
and the state limits its caravans to
enough 11eople for the transportation of
their camp equipage only. As far as I
could learn, there is no case on record
during the last two years where a white
man's caravan has been molested on the
lower river.
'!'he Baskungas are superstitious to
the last degree; they rely for protection
on the fetich charms, and the medicine
men of the tribes have great influeucc.
On the death of any person of note in
the village the poison test is used.
The medicine man designates the man
or woman suspected of causing the
death by charm of witchcraft.
The
poison is administered, and if it ac~s
as an emetic that signifies innocence; If
on the contrary, it kills, the guilty" one is
punished.
In some instances the laws of the
Baskungas arc very stringent.
Stealing
from each other is punished by death.
Fiohtinoor disorder
in the market
O
b
.
places is seriously pu~ishcd, a~d if a
firearm is used the pumshmcnt IS death.
'!'be market
place, which
usually
covets some acres of ground, is used as
the p'.ace of execution, nnu it is not an
·unusual sight to meet a skeleton hanging and bleaching in the sun on the outskirts of the market, or to find a broken
musket driven into the gro1rnd, which
marks the spot where a man has been
buried a1ivc to his throat,
his brains
dashed out, then covered
and the
musket driven into his body. A.ll this
to serve as a warning to others not to
-use firearms in the market place.
The native food of the lower Congo
valley is principally
peanuts and chifrom the manioa root.)
-quang 0 ( made
,
On market days fowl, eggs, goat and
pork may be bought, and (in small q~antitics) sweet potatoes, peas, beans, omons
and bananas.
A.s a rule I clid not find the lo~er
Con"'o people intemperate ; the native
drinl~ is malafu or palm wine, wh_ich,
when fresh, is not at all !ntoxicatmg.
The are fond of rum and gm, a?-d these
arti!ics will go much further m tr~de
~an either cloth or beads. 'l:J;1en11tiire

caravans demand rum or gin as a portion of their pay.
The women are slaves, there being no
marriage laws.
Above Stanley Pool, and more particularly above the mouth of the Kassai
river, the natives are an entirely different
race, both physically and intellectually.
The greater part of these people are
traders, and rich; they own many slaves;
in fact, a chief populates his villages
with slaves, the freemen of the village
being the members of his own family. A
singular fact is that slaves can in turn
own slaves; in fact, the men are more
like retnin"ers than slaves; the women
bear that burden.
The Turkhh Lent.
In an article on "Life Beneath the
Crescent" in the •Cosmopolitan, E mt-1e
J ulliard says:
The Turkish Lent is much more severe
than that observed in Europe, and the
God of Stamboul is not so lenient as
that of Rome. He permits the eating of
neither eggs nor fish. He does not, in
fact, permit the eating of anything; for
Mussulmans are forbidden to eat and
drink anything whatever from the d,ing
until the settin:; of the sun, and that for
twenty-eight consecutive days.
It is
forbidden even to smoke, to take snuff,
to eat lozenges, to use purfumery, until
a report of a cannon, which is fired in
the principal quarters at twilight, raises
this
tyrannical
interdiction
to
reestablish it
at the first gleams of
dawn.
The
nights
of
Ra•
mazan are spent in feasting and smoking
(called Iftar), which atone somewhat for
the austerities of the day.
As the Turks reckon time according
to the lunar year, the months do not
follow exactly the order of the seasons;
and when Lent comes in winter, it is extremely tolerable, for the days consecrated to abstinence are short, and the
night:! devoted to feasting arc long.
But if Ramazan comes in midsummer,
it is not at all convenient, and hunger
as well as thirst makes protests that
l\Iussulmanic piety does not always succeed in silencing.
Fortunately the Turk is a sleeper,
and while he is asleep the Koran does
not forbid him to dream that he is
feasting.
But the most pressing want
of the Osmanli when he breaks his
fast, is not to cat, but to smoke his
cbibouk.
A domestic, attentive to th"
blessed signal, stands behind him with
his pipe filled and lit, and hardly has
the cannon flashc'!l whc11 the master,
without awaiting •the report, takes his
1
first whiff.

-------

Consciousness AftP.r Decapitation.
1\'.Ir.Hayem has read an interesting
communication before the French Academy o[ Sciences upon the effect of transfcrrin" the blood of the horse into the
head ~f animals that have just been de.
capitatcd.
He finds, in the first place,
that when the head of a dog is suddenly
severed from the body, the eyes for
some time execute motions of anxiety,
the jaws forcibly open and close, the
eyes afterward become fixed, the nostrils
dilate, the labial commi8sures contract,
and the tongue contracts to the back of
the mouth.
A few seconds later, a few
respiratory efforts are remarked, and
finally the head becomes inert.
These
phenomena, as a whole, never last more
than two minutes.

Ambltlon.
conned by her side, their music lessons
Am'bition
on
life's
desert plain,
---Up the Co~f
are practiced within her hearing, that
Counthau:
h
Looks throu~h the telescope of yeara,
The average housewife seld?m stops to she ntay detect the least false note. S o And by Imagination's lens,
calculate the cost of the sev,ral artic!es. shares in all their amusements, she is
Sees Fame and Fortune'd distant stroams,
Fair Hope's illusive summer dreams
she prepares for the table dar, after day. their companion, their confident, their
She goes through her work, making friend. They come to her with all their But urge the tired traveler on,
The mirage of Fancy mocks h·• 1i3arl,
bread, pies, tea, coffee and never knows little hopes and fears, suro of her sympaAnd rises on the burning air.
thc cost of any of them. She knows that t'iy. When her d mghter is grown the
db
Creole matron blooms a:;ain into a rich Then disappointment, hungry eyed,
eggs are so much a 'dozen an
utter such
That wilful child by Failure bred,
1
•
d
th•t
•
·ar1
1
f
drlhcod is re- Out spreads the canvass of Despair,
d
h
an sue a price, an
" a u e o second youth·, her own ~
flour takes $6 or $8 out of tho exchequer, newc:1 in that of her child; th ey are
And paints the view with heated bres.tb
but she has never calculated lthe cost of scarcely mother and daughter any lunger,
or empty life and coming death;
one sino-lc article, or what tl:b price of a but a pair of l0ving sister~. The young And leaves him when his Will isgone,
dinner :r a day's meals mayj be. Some I girl is educated in a convent and leads a , A~d energy and Pride a~e dead,
one has calculated that it costs half of a I secluded existence until she is launched To die alone on Folly,s plat~
•
• socrety,
,·
• t 110 new, JO}
• , om
-Ed. Cooley m the Current.
cent for a cup of coffee, not counting
the !i m
nncl t l1en, 111
.
su~ur ar.d mirk, and that half :i pound life tl:at b:.tr,t, upon her she is always
IIUJIOIWUS.
of •~offee wi!l make thirty-two cup.~ or' j surroun,lecl by the same watchful er.re
that ~
i2:uidcd her
childhood.
Young
goo·:.I coffee.
A hand organ-The thumb.
girls are not allowed to go into society
Fishing smacks are used in angling
A story of Victoria•
•
1. •
· d
,.
l ·
.
. ! wll 110ut uetng accomra:iw
uy t .ierr
for
a husband.
One of the first things Queen V:ctoria mothers or some other married lally, as
did LU hearing that °\V1lliam lV. was
Is
a woman loudly dressed w~en her
delld and that she had succeeded to the chaperone-one of the many Creole cus- ~arwents rustle as she walksi
to::us which has been generally adopted
throne was to ca:l one of her mother's
The strike among matches is slowly
by the American residents of New Orladies-in-waiting.
"Am I really qncen?" lenm.
subsiding as the days lengthen.
asked the excited Princess.
The blacksmith is the worst kind of a
"You are, indeed, madam," replied
New Uses i-o,·Rtbbo1u.
bore. He can make a wheel tired.
the lady-in-waiting.
The ridiculous custom of decorating
h
•
•
• tho house with
.
"And I can do what I choose by e-;ery available
object
m
. There may be more. ways. t au one
hf to
bows of ribbon has extended even to kill a ca', but one is qmte enoug
or
righU" continued Victoria.
candles-not
the kitchen candles, of one cat.
"Certainly, your 1\'.Iajesty."
There are a great many things that
"Then get me a cup of green tea. course, but those intenlled for bedroom
1\'.Iamma. never woul:1 let me have it; and parlor. , The ribbons are of any cause a man to drink, and one of them
now I mean to know what harm it can color that may happen to please the eye is thirst.
LA.DIES' DEP .!RTMEtlJ:.

I

!
1,

1'

I

do me.I' .A.ad the young Queeu drank
three cups, had a violent fit of the
shivers, and has never liked tea since.
Athletic \Vonaen.
The women are doing more, perhaps,
to make themselves healthy• and pretty
than they ever did or had a chance to do
in modern times before.
Horseback
riding, rowing, swimming, walking, exercising in gymnasiums, sparring, playing games that strengthen muscles and
develop forms, and studyin-g hygienewith as little study and as much fun as
possible-are
some of their devices.
Why, the young women are undergoing
a revolution l '!'heir mothers don't know
what to make of them-tJ>.ougn candor

compels the admission that a great many
of the mothers are paying as much attcntion to the rnbject as any one-ex'.:ept
. that they may not all have. the new
ECtence down as finely as that lily of the
stage who is described in the provincial
papers as taking a cold bath every morning to preserve her health, washing her
face with cold cream instead of water so
swathed the sofa and dangled over the
as to avDid wrinkles, anA,?l'ltlldng like a
edge of the piano are now hardly to be
postman to keep herself muscular. seen in fashionable houses. A few fine
[N. Y. Sun.
emhroidcrics give a striking an<l artistic
What Women Dld~io..,,u:nuw.
appearance to a room, but their employment shoulcl be regulated by the ordiI thought women knew everything
about everything.
But they don't. I nary rules of common sense that un•
don't like to tell this story. It is a k1ind fortunately are not di$played in every
of give away. They were three or four household.
To take a long scarf, tie a
ladies enjoying that afternoon time when great knot in the centre and pin it to th0
all the gossip is manufactured and made back of a couch with the ends outspread
up in packages to be delivered around like the wings of a' gigantic bat bas
town. They were having a charming naur:ht to do with either beauty or art.
time when the Chinese boy walked into
Dut is a curious fact that to abandon
their midst, holding in his hand a box one absurd fashion
means, generally
of paste of some kind.
He handed it to speaking, to adopt another cqunliy nonthe lady of the house with the laconic sensical. Hence, we cast aside meanremark:
":Man d0wn there sell 'em.'' i».gless draperies ana. come to-candle
They all grabbe~ for the box. "What and bread bows.-(1\'.Iail and Express.
wa~ it?" said one, "I j.on't know,"
Fashion Note ■ •
said the other, "but it's paste."
"I
Claret color is revived among the reds.
know," said the hostess; "Its that new
Bonnet strings are agam made Vf!rY
com pl ex ion paste we were reading about;
long.
don't you remember!
It must be that."
The leading color ol. the season is
"It must be good; let's try it." So one
of them took a good big dab of it and gray.

If, as soon as the decapitation
has
been effected, the carotids are put in put. it on h~r cheek, and an?ther put
communication with the cu 'lital artery
·some on her chin, and another on her
of a horse, the vital manifestations arc forehead. They ali began to squirm.
observed to last for half an hour. Fi- The fit'st one's cheek was all drawn up
na.ll_y,if the transfusion i~ not effected and she could only speak out of the sid;
until the head has become mert, the vu.- 1 f h
th th
th· d O ,
1·d
.
o
er mou ; e
1r
ne s eye 1 s
rious vital manifestations_ mentioned were pulled up so that she could not
above reappear, but defimtely cease at 1 t th
"W 11 I
I W d 't
e 1u
em.
e , never
e on
the end of a few minutes.
J h
want any of that, anyway;
o n, take
11-lr.Hayem concludes that the extinc- it away, take it away, quick; tell the
tion of will and sensation is very rapid, man we don't want it.,,
The China.man
if not immediate.
Conscious life may,
departed, and found the peddler sitting
nevertheless, be prolonged for a moment on the front steps. The peddler rose
by transfusion, when the operaiion is
up. "Well," he said, "I'm glad you·ve
performed immediately after decapitacome back; I thought you were cleantion; but in the case of the recall to life ing all the silverware in tfe house with
of an inert bead, nothing but automatic
it.''-(San
Francisco Chronicle.
motions, without any trace of will, or
consciousness even, can be perceived.
A Model of° Her Sex,
The aristocratic Creole lady, says a
Before and After.
New Orleans letter, is often a model for
Young wife- "I know very well, the imitation of her sex. She is an obemother, that my husband no longer loves dient and respectful daugh\
a faithfu
me."
wife nod a devoted mothei: 1 She is soft
"Mother-"How
do you know it, my
of speech, and has a grace of manner
daughte1 'l"
"You know he belongs to a fire com- which "'ives a charm to 111 Phe doe8.
Well educated and accom~')!ished, with
pany 'l"
keen wit, she makes a brill~ant figure in
"Yes."
society,
but is nevertheless \an excellent
"Well, before we were married, when
manager of her household, 1 and gives a
we were courting and the fire bell rang,
most careful sup3rvidou td every detail
he never went to the fire. He said that
that wi,l enhance the co~fort of her
he would rather pay the fine."
lord. She looks diligentll
after the
"Well, what does he do now?"
physical
and
intellectnal
"!'llfare
of her
"Why now at the ve1·v first sound of
1
children;
espccia]y
aru
hilr
daughters
the bell, he sa;s duty u,l.s him, aLd he
is off and away in three shakes of It ti aiued under her own eyes: in all that
goes to make woman lively, 1in mind and
she~p's tail. "-(Texas S!_ftinis.
person. Their tasks for
school are

The small boy at his spelling lesson is
like a postage-stamp:
he often gets
,tuck on a letter.

of the mistress of the house, and are at,
tachcd
to
the
candle
close
to
the
candlestick,
where
naturally
enough they produce a most imposing
effect. It is perhaps unnecessary to
state that this kind of candle is not intended to be used. On the other hand
it is permissible,to cat one's dinner rvll,
which is likewise adorned with a ribbon
fastened about it. There is some consolation in thls fact. Doubtless, however,
we m:i,y soon be treated to the enchanting spectacle of a sirloin of beef with a
broad satin sash wound round its mid
dle, or perhap3 a roast chicken garnished with a brilliant cravat; in fact,
devices of this kind admit of no limitalions.
Spya 1nng
• of rt"bb ons, 1·t 1s
· noti·ce•ble
~
.that the numbE>rof scarfs and draperies
.
d
•
•
"di d" · sh
10 t 1ie ra wm o-room 1s rap1 y 1mm1 .mg. It 1ms ,~
·1ile
to sit in a
uecome poss 1
I chair without undergoing the torture of
having the back of ime's neck scratched
hy tinsel embroidery, while the voluminous fold of silk and linen that once

Double strings are seen on the new
bonnets.
Lace straws are much used in trimming hats and bonnets.
A new checked cashmere is sold under the name of Roweua.
Greene, silver grays, and heliotrope
seem to be the favorite color.i. for milincry,
Habit cloths take precedent of all
others for covert coats and walking
jackets.
Cordurette
is another ribbed cloth
added to the bit of corduroys and cordereiues.
Silk on account of its dust shedding
qualities is coming into revived favor for
street suits.
Straw trimming is worn again this
coming season. It was not a great success last season.
Rich jet, as usual, is sylish this
season, and tho new designs are elegant
and recherchc.
Braided jackets are considered dressy
enough
for afternoon,
carriage and
promenade wear.
The favorite marking for linen is now
in outline silks in some bright color,
particularly gold color.
Reds anll the very pretty shades of
violet and lilac are very becoming in
the new sateens auil the flower designs
are very graceful.
A more useful dress
than a flue French sateen has not been
discovered.

"Luxuries are high this year," said
the small l:ioy as he climbed for the
preserves on the upper shelf.
''Heavens 1 Look there!"
''Wheret"
"There-that
messenger boy running.'
••Sh-h 1 !L's his regular meal time."
It doesn't always follow that because.1
a woman has a tender heart she is will•
ing to take up with the first tender.
When asked to pay, but this reply
Tom's creditor can get:
"If 'time is money,' why can't I
Take time to pay my debt!"
.A.naturalist recommends eating raw
onions for insomnia.
The
theory
probably is that you will go to sleep to
avoid smelling your breath.
"Ahl my dear," said a gallant lover
to his sweetheart,
"you always remind
mo of a lock and key." "Why sor• "Because you arc something to adore."

A. fashionable note says that tho new
1tyle of cuffs arc worn very close to tpo
1vris.ts. That is the way that old style
hand-cuffs have always been worn.
Little man-I
understand,
ti1r, thai.-you have called me an unmitigated liar!
Big man- -No, I didn't use tho word
"u □ mitigatcd."
Little man-Then
I ac
eept your apology.
When the youth of the period is at
rris desk in the store an hour seems about
ninety minutes in length, but when he is
!t his girl' ,s house in the evening its
3uration does not seem more than fifteen
ruinutes.
In Hood's last illness, when he was
wasted to a shadow, a mustard poultice
was to be applied !o his chest.
"Ah,
doctor," said the poor patient, smiling.
faintly, "it is a great deal of mustard to
~o little meat."
A lady who had had her photograph
taken was showing it to her husband.
"Do you think it looks liko mcl" she
asked. "Yes," he said, after a critical
examination, ''it looks like you, only it
aeems very quiet."

I
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Tile Bh"d's Nest Swlftlet.
The true edible bird's nest swiftlet is
a native of'Ceylon and the 1\'.Ialayregioll,
and it builds in caves where materials
for architecture are necessarily scanty, or
on sea cliffs of inaccessible
height.
More th~ most other swifts, this tropical species 1sa confirmed high-flyer, hawking for its food around the summits of
the mountains and much indisposed to
settle on the grouncl on any pretext.
Hence it has learned to carry to the
furthest possible limit the family habit
of making a nest quite literally, "all out
of its own head," without the slightest
extraneous aid of any sort.
The best and cleanest nests, which
fetch the highest price, are compo~d
entirely of pure mucus from the salivary
glands.
The material in its hardened
state is brittle, fibrous, white and transparent, "very like pure gum arabi.c, or
even glass, 11 and the inner lining consists
of nothing but small soft feathers.
Inferior nests, which command a smaller
orice in the Chinese markets, are composed i_npart of dry grasses, hair and
down, welded together by the fibrous
gummy secretion.
In Ehort, as 1\'.Ir.
Darwin bluntly puts it,
"The Chinese
make soup of dried saliva." This sounds
horrid enough, to be sure, but when wo
ourselves give up coloring jellies with
defunct cochineal insects, it will be time
for us to cast the first stone at t4e Orlen•
tal cuisine,-[Cor11hill,

~~~~~~~~l~~~~~~~~:_
Make Your Mark.
'In the quarries should your toil,
Make your mark;
D0 you delve upon the soil,
Make your mark;
In whatever path you go,

wrote a note to one of the bankers of the
city, inclosed a letter of introduction
'I and sent me out again, not
forgetting
to add the usual 'best wishes for sue-

In whatever place you stand,
Moving swift, or moving slow,
With a firm and honest hand
Make your mark.

. "'Do y_puknow of nny opening in any
kmd of business!' I asked.
"'No, ~ir I do not,, he replied, with
a wild shak~ of the head.
'Every professio
,.
L
h of business
ccss.'
n an ,, every rune
"I have often thought of it!
How I under the sun is over-crowded!
There
.
f
.
1
put my hand on the railing and stepped 1s uot eve , a possibility o success m
into that bank that afternoon!
Confi- anything.'
denc~ liftin!! my feet as on a carpet of
"Charlie ,vent to his work and I went

Should opponents hedge your way,
Make your mark;

down!
Imagination measuring the size back to my boarding house.
of the bank I would be proprietor of in
"'llrs.
Green,, I said, in a defiant

Work by night, or work by day,
Make your mark;
Struggle manfully and well,
Let no opstncles oppose,
•
None,
right shiolded, ever !ell
By tho weapons of his foes,
Mako ycur mark.
What though born a pellSlln't son,
Make your mark;
Good by poor men can be done,Make your mark;
Peasant's garbs may warm the cold
Peasanl.'s words may calm a fear,
Better far than hoarding gold
1s the drving of a tear,
J
J\lnke your mark.

a fcw·-year-s !'
"I handed my letter ton clerk, and he

Life is fleeting ns a shade,
,
,,lnke your mark;
Marks e,f somo kind must be made,
Make your mark.
1.fake it while the arm is strong,
In tho golden hours of youthNover, never m~ke it wrong,
Muke it with the stamp or truth,
Mako your mark.
- DAVIDBARKER.

ROOMAT THETOP.
BY COUA E. DEPUY.

'•Tell you how I commenced in life?
-Certainly. Sit down and make yourself
-comfortable. You look thoroughly clis~eartened for a young man.,,.
"I am discouraged,
Mr. Myers. I
have tried every day for six weeks to get
a position, and there is none to be had.
That is the sum and substance
of the
whole matter."
As he spoke David Edwards dropped
into the proffered chair. The bright
carpet, glowing grate and comfortable
utmosphere of Lawyer Meyers' cozy library were very homelike and attractive, especially to the young man who
bad spent the whole day out in the rain
trying to secure a hoped-for position.
"There is no usei" he said with a
long-drawn sigh. "I've tried for the
last time. Prosperity is not for everybody."
Lawyer Meyers laid down hu evening
paper.
"You have asked me to tell you how
I got stllrtcd, David, a1,d I will. And I
~l you to nrofit by tho rehearsal.
~~tex. T t].Jld tnken my course of law,
had graduated
with honors and obtained my diploma, I supposed myself
qualified to enter upon the duties of a
professional man.
So I packed my
satchel, and came to the city to look
for an opening.
"The first man I applied to was Col.
Hawkins,
the now famous
criminal
lawyer.
Ho was a particular
friend of
-0ne of the professors and I supposed
that my diploma would be all the introduction I should need-that
he would
actually take me into his confidence at
once."
"You discovered your mistake, I pre1mme?" interrupted the young man in a
dejected tone.
"Yes, I discovered it. I went to the
Colonel and told him my plans.
I shall
never forget the look he gave me. A
look over a pair of steel-rimmed specta.elea that me feel as though I was about
the size of a spindle.
"'Young man,' he said, in a sonorous
tone that made me shiver, 'take my advice and never enter law I The profcsaion is crowded to death! Men are ac-.
tually starving, sitting in their office
chairs, waiting for clients I There is no
money in it, sir. Lawyers have had their
day, and the rising generation must look
up a new business.'
''With that, he bowed and dismissed
me.
"Of course, I did what any other
young mau would have done under simitar circumstances-went
back to the
cheerless room on the third floor of my
boarding house, with the blues. I coneidered Col. Hawkins an autocrat. If he
said there was no chance in the profcsa:on, I accepted it as a fvrcgone concluaion."
"What did you do then, sir?" asked
David, his interest already becoming
aroused.
"I wns going to tell you what I did.
While I sat there feeling so homesick,
11nd wishing that I had never been born,
.Mrs. Green, my landlady, came in. She
wanted to know what the trouble was,
aud I told her. She said Colonel Hawkins ou,ght to know, and ad vised me to
abar,don the idea of trying law.
I was
,subject to advice and I accepted her
r.ounsel.
•But,' she said, 'cheer up.
I
can get you a position in a bank.
I am
.sure of that, if you want it.'
"Of courso I wanted it.
So she

I

bOt,D DUS 1,
--f Proud locki muko foul work
I ace~.
Envy shootetlx at others and
eth herself.

~

tone, 'will you trnst
for two months1'

me for my board

,,
'' 'Why, yes, Mr. }foyers, I w_ill trust
you,'
to do»she re,plied. What are you going
,
"'I am going to open "' law office. I
have spent mv t·1mc ~,nd money in fittino"
"
myself for a p·rofessi·on, and I pr0J>0S0to
follow it and make a living out of it.,
• Tl 1at afternoon I rented a sma 1I offi.ce
••
and commenced business for myself. I
I1ave followed the practice of law ever
•
smce and I have prospered.
Any young
man can do the same. Ask uei th0 r sym•
pathy, assistance iior advice, but qualify
yourself for the vocation you wi~h to
foHow nnd then go to work in earnest.
''D amel
• ,vcbstcr ouly voice d t I1e expcrience o! a.-life-timc when he replied
to a young man who asked him if there
was a c11ancc in his profession:
"'Yes, sir, th erc is room at th e top.'"
a dog's life! Tiesides, th c business is -[Detroit Free Pres~. ·
crowded, sir. There are more banks
than there are people to support them.
Tho Famous Gems of Russia,
Every paper you pick up is full of bank
In
the early part of the present confailures.,
tury
the attention of !!COlO,!!ists
was di••And he bowed me out.
-rectcd to Eastern Russia as a probable
"! went back to Mrs_ Green anJ. told <,1amon
1•
d regioa on account of its
• rcscmher the result.
'Well,' she saicJ, '.M:r.
blance, in some of its natural features, to
Switzer ought to know. He has been
Brazil. A few years later these gems
in the business thirty
years.
How
were actually discovered by Ilumboldt
would you like to be a druggi st1 '
and Rose, on the west side of the Uralian
"I told her I would like anything that ch ain, m
. t h e g.old b carrng
•
·
a1,,uvmm
on
was a payin 0rr business. She had a friend the banks of the river Adolfskoi, several
who was a dru 0" 0"ist, and she was posi••· feet above a stratum containing foss1·1 retive he wanted n clerk.
mains of the mammoth, which has led
"Sc, she wrote another note and letter some eminent scientists to conclmle that
of introduction and sent me o1I to her the diamond of this region was formed
drnir~0rrist friend."
since the extermination of this gigantic•
"l walked slower this time and it was mammal. Since their first discovery
just as well. The position had been these prcciou, stones have been found
filled Lefore I got th0 re."
scattered along the western declivity of
"But just as I turned to leave the the Urals, but not in large numLers as in
store, the proprietor, who was quite an the mines of S()uth America and South
old man, stopped me and said :
Africa.
" 'Young man, dou't spe nd an hour
There is no country of moclern times,
trying to he a druggist.
I have been itt unless it be Persia or Brazil, that has a
the business forty years and I know what more extensive collection of diamonds,
I nm talking about.
You',vc got to and so many of rcm:irka.blc size aml
work like a slave, night and Sundays beauty, than Russia, many of them obnot excepted,. and probably in the end taincd by coM1trcst,
'\......-< treaty, purchase or
get sued foi· damages on account of some inheritance.
'£he display of wealth in
careless prescription clerk.
Besides the this gem at the London exposition of
business is overdone already Yo11 will
1851 was unsu, ,~...ssed. Among the exfin d a clrug store springiug up on every
hibits from that country were a magnifiother corner. Take my word for it,
cent diamond comprising 1814 brilliants,
there is no money in drugs."
1712 rose diamonds, 11 very fine opals,
"That night I sat in my room trying
aud 67 rubies, besides n Louquct of din··
to decide which way to turn next, when
monds, made in imitation of tho cleganCharlie Griffin, the fellow who roomed
tine and the lily of the valley, and a
next to me, dropped in.
''Got the blues?'' he asked.
wreath of diamonds repre8cntin~
the
bryony bearing pear-shaped cmera!t.ls.
" 'Ycs, I have,' I answered with a lt is reported that a splen,l id necklace
great, deep sigh.
'I am 1ierfcct!y sick
of twenty-two large brilliants, with penof the whole of it.'
dants composed of fifteen diam•,mds of
"'0, pshaw,' he said in a cheerful
large size, forms one of the trca~ures of
tone that brightened me a little, 'there
the Winter Pal~ce.-[Jcwclcrs'
Weekly.
arc plenty of chances.
You will get in
I
somewhere.
I believe the book business
Perspiring Ha111ls.
would just suit you. Why don't you
R. N., of D{)troit, writes to the Jewtry thaH'
elers' Weekly:! "There is no general
" 'I hadn't thought of it,' I replied.
"'Well, that will be just the thing remedy for pers•1iring ~ands. A number
for you,, he said with great confidence. of them have ~been suggested, among
•I can help you on that, too! I am ac- others the applil!!ation of cold water, but
I
quaintcd with a .man in the book busi- all these are ap~ to endanger health.
with perspmng
ness an d h e wants a partner.
'fhere is always was trqubled
your chance. I will go down with you hands, and, altihough I employed every
remedy I heard of or could think of, I
in the morning and givo you an introam still trouble4 with them. All articles
duction.'
Then
he rattled
on for
half of steel or iron which I touched with my
an hour about
subscription
books fingers were suq to nut next day, and
and
all
other
kinds of
books. during my uppiJ;enticcship my employer
The fortunes that had been maue out of made it a rule ~hat I should touch no
large or small,
them and the chances there were for watch parts, .J:hl'ther
young men in the business, and I went with bare finger.a; and, when I could not
avoid doing so, I had to rub the parts at
to bed with renewed hopes.
''The next morning we went down to once with an. oiled rag. In the same
the office. Charlie introduced
me and manner did llef insist that I rub all my
told the proprietor I wanted to learn the bench tools "'tith an oiled rag every
evening befor,i I laid them aw1>y1 to
business.
" •Want to learn the book business I' which I am 110·.'l. so accustomed that I do
he
exclaimed, as though there was it regularly fro~µ. force of habit. I find the
practice an e:X,::8ellentone, for my tools
something terrible in the very thought.
'If you had had the experience I have and utensils al'r.-ays renmin bright and
you would never try handling books I clean, and man~y of my fellow-workers
It is the most tantalizing business on consider them 1;new and still unused.
earth.
'l'ake a new subscription book, Thus, owing t(]'i the diligent use of the
for instance.
It treats of a popular oiled rag, the ; perspiring of my hands
topic and you know there is money in has no baneful !lrfiects.
,__
it. The books take, the agents secure
PH~icular People.
large orders and everything looks pros"Particular
~J>eople make me tired,'
perous. But wait
till the delivery
comes. Some of the subscribers have was the remuerk made by a restaurant
changed their minds,
some of them ke_eper. "For { fear of eating a~ulteratcd
moved away, and probably those whom spices many epi.Lcures grind. their peppers
the agent felt the surest of will have at home 1 and <!:~carry bottles filled with
wsewberc. But the fie~d
diphtheria
or scarlet fever so that he them for use ~a'lfi
can't see them at all I The result is, two- who makes ..1.1t. y life a burden carries
J.'o'
thirds of the books come back on your around a pociCrl; water filter, and ruins
hands. It is the most discouraging busi- tablecloths inu'o"is vain attempt to filter
ne•SSin existence.
I don't want any his glass of ,!~ 1ter at table-New
York
partner.
I want to sell out.'
Sun.
, a,

delivered it to some one behind a dC'sk.
Then he took his' hat and went out, and
I stood there and waited nn hour at
leaSt d ld
"Finl\lly a gray-haire
o gent 1eman
came out and said:
"'You
are the young
man who
brouu:ht
• this letter in, I believe1'
"'Yes, sir.'
'' 'Ahem I Yes·, well, pfoase say to
Mrs. Green that I am sorry not to be
able to do her the favor, but we have no
,
vacancies at present.
"l made no reply. Only stood and
looked at him.
" 'Youn 0r. man,' he said at lMt, 'take
my advice and never attempt to learn
banking.
You coul d hope f or not I1ing
better than the position of bookkeeper
for years, if ever; and it is nothing but

In Town and Hamlet
The seeds of intermittent and bilious remittent
in fair rever germinate and bear evil fruit. No com•
mua·ty l·a• alto~ether escaped it. In popu'.ollS
wound- wards of lari,e citios b<tdsowage causo,it, a d
in their subu1·b,1stagnant poo!sin sunken Iota
breed it. There is at on<e a remedy and a
It costs more to rcveng1J wrongs than means of pre,-ention. lt, name is Ho,tetter's
to Lear them.
Stomach Bitters, which ls, without pcrad ..enture, tbe most potent antidote In ex,istence to
Sma\l'ifaults incJulgccl ru-c little thieves the malarial viru~. Fortified w;th th;s incomthat let in greater.
parable, ,a.vinit specific, miasmat1c influence•
may be <!ncounterad with a.bsolute impunity.
He ,vho can take aLlvice is superior to Disorder, of the stcmac•, lt,·er l\nd bowels, be·
him who can givo it.
i:ollen by miasma-tainted water, or any other
cau~e, s1:ccumb to the benofic~nt corrective
He is truly great that is great in chari- namel, and rheumatic, kidney and bladder
ty_-[Thom,is u Kempi~.
troubles aro surely romovab'e by its u,e wheQ
Live so thnt others m:iy know "U
ii ls given a persistent trinl.
.,
belong to God without t~ do·uht.
Tne man "ho does most to cnlL; hten
We must learn to infuse ~ub"imity in- human darkness, mitigate human d"isto trifles; that is power. -[Mil:et.
J 1ress ancJ comfort hum:rn hear!s, i~_m re
l"k I t 1 t
I sound lll 8p1ntu:1!
If we had no faults., ourselves i.vc 1 e Y O Jc rue am •
'
• ol.,3ervm"
• ' •
1 ·philosoi>hy and doctrine
th·m
sI1ouId not ta 1cc p 1ensure 1t1
• the man•
•.hose of others.
"' who is oniy critical and not self-sacn•
'I' o st1mu
• 1ate fee,lllg
,.
:ind d o not h'mg ficinrr.
"
in consequence is n short road· tn desroy
Storm Slcnnl,,.
.
1
the fce!iu<T,
A. l't1aclaren.
oom!ng
a ~:rcat
• heralded.
O -rDr.
•
byAB
thethedisplay
orotcaut10.
arrsto_rm
M1gnale,
so Is the
The believer's is a superhuman lif P. approach or that dread a nd fatal disease,
']'h
f . t
,
Consumption or the Lungs, usually announced
e sources o 111s s rcn[.!t11 anc1 conso a- 111 advance by pimples, blotches, eru1,tion19,
tion arc not in the countrv in which he ulcers gla11dular swellings, an u ki,,clred out·
•
b
,
h • ·l
d b
ward wanifostallons or the :nternal blood pol·
SOJOUrn~, nt m t e 111g tcr Ian s c- son, which. if not prum,tly expelled fromftthhe
yond.
11ystem, attacks tne delicate tissues o
•
lungs, causing th~m to nlcerate and ~reak
Al Rs! 1his ti me is never the time for down. Dr. Pierces ·•Golden Medjcal D1scov,
scl fd,
• enrnl; it is :uways
t h c next time. ery"isthogreate,tremedyforllns,a,for&ll
diseases havi g their origin in bad blcod. It
A.bstinencc is so much
more
p:easant
to nutrilion
improves and
the apl'eti,.,
ine:rease1
·
h
"d
f
·
boiids npand
thedigestion,
wasted system.
con temp 1ate upon tnc ot er s1 c o lnThe larg st dams n tbe worl 1 for storing
dulgence. -[)Iacrlonald.
\\ ater are 1n Nevada.
--------Great thoughts are always helpful.
Youngor mlddle-•gect men, su:n:-erlngr,om
They giYe a noble tone to the spirit, exdebility or k ndred ulfect1ons,should
alt the mind, and st'.mulnte to worthy nervous
addres ➔ with 10 c;ents 1n stamps for large treatdeeds.
Those who cultivate such 1si,, World'• Dispensa.,y Medical Asaociatwn,
Butra.Jo.N- Y_.______
_
thoughts arr vc at the best experience
A thirty-two foot sprnce leg was recenl ly
and ~chieve the happiest lives.
sawecl Into boards In a Pug-PtSound Mill and
The hope of anot lier life to b et h e com- made G,4COfeet 01 lumler without a knot.
l
t
f
ti
•
•
ho
c
to
be<
·111
p emen o 11s gives us
p
J
N:·E.Flflr.,11.
our tn5k. The rough ~kctd1 shall hereafter become the finished picture, the
artist shall give it the last touch at his
cusel; the science we had just begun
h 11 b
J t d
d th • • • t
s a
c comp c e ' un
c mc1p1en
destin v shall be nchicved. Fear not,
then, to begin; thou hast eternity before
thee in which to cncl.--[Brownson.
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The Lust Y1•ar., of w~b,ter.
William G. Webster, the great American lcxicogruphcr, was a rare combination of ,patrioti~m, virtue t1nd uprightness. As a lover of the human race of
his conn try, of his friends, of his God,
no m~n coulu b:ttcr discharge tho various duties of his st!ltion, or dispensing
with a more winning grnce, all the
sweet charities of life. In his last ycan
be hnd good health and u1;1impaired
mind, ana "that which should accompany old age, ns honor, love aud troops
of friends."
Death took him not by surAt this seasonnearl7 everyone ne,dsa goodmedl•
prise; whe1·, altcrn sh,,rt illness, the 11n- eine
to purify, vitalize and enrich the blood, and
nouncementof his approaching di,soluHood'•Sarsaparillala the best tor this p.urpose. U
tion was mndc to him, "I nm ready,"
Is pocullarIn that It strengthens and builds up the
was his sir:1plc reply. He died on the 11y1tem a.nd creates an appetite, whJle it eradicates
disease. Desw·eto get Hood'sSarsaparllla. Don0$
28th of Mar, 1848, in the eighty-fifth
take an7 other.
year of his :,ge.
Hood'•~aroi,partlla•oldby dmggtotL, $1; sb: for
In his person, Dr. Wiebster was tall $5. Prepared by C. L HOOD & CO., Lov'rell, Mass.
and somewhat slender, 1remarkably erect
I 00 Doses One Dollar
throughout life, and n1ovillg, even in
bis. advanced • years, with a light and
elastic ster.
He will long be remem•
bored by many, as the youthful soldier,
who was ready, if need be, to pour cut
his blood and his life together for the
Pleo.rhy,
m LUlAbag.o,
land of his birth; as the thoughtful
akne ■a Cold8 1
politician, who early devised a schema
for uniting the states uncJer a constitution, such as the country now enjoys;
as the grateful citizen, who gallantly
sprun_g to the defense of Washington,
when ft c'iom men r.ose up against him;
us the laborious
lexicographer,
who
throws a strong and steady light upon
the English language; as the Christian
moralist, "who _taught millions to read,
but not one to sm. ''
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:Mason & Hamlin Pianos.
The new mode of piano construction,
invented and introduced by Mason &
Hamlin in 1882, is au assured success,
tested and proved, many of the best
judges having pronounced it "the greatest improvement in pianos of the century."
By. it musical tones of remarkable brightness and purity are obtained,
and tuning is required less than onequarter as often as in the old system. An
illustrated catalogue, fully explaining the
improvements, will be sent free to any
address.
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W. L. DOUCLAS
$3
SHOE
The best
Sboe

world.
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keep
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: W.L.
' DOU
82.150Shoo equals $~ Shoes advertised by other
llrma. Bo7sall wearW. L_.Douglas•82 Shoe. B ..
uare of fraud.

Nont genu,ne urile.JJ nanu and prln

The invention of steel wire nails is Gr4 llampecl on bottom of each Shot.
W • L. DOUGLAS. Brockton. MaH.
wm king a great revolution in the nail
hush e ,s. It is said that the output of
DR. HAIR'S
1885 was 400,000 kegs, last year 600, 000 kegs, while this year it is ,:stimatcd
that 1,000,000 kegs will be manufac•Ha.s ab~olutely cured tens of thf\O•
tured.
Ra,ndA.
'£ho only Asthma Cure and
Ir bilious, or sutrering rrom impurity of the
.
Treatmentknown to the medical
blood, or wea1<lungs, and fear consumption worldthat wlll,P.ositlnly,p,rmanantl:vcureAAt.h•
Unquestionableevidence
• (scrofulous disease of the lungs) take Dr ma and0Hay l'ever.
4
11
P\erce•s "Golden J\-!edic,?-1
Discovery" and ii »1R.b1;~{';~ ½U't~
-~t~~l'lt'h
~t.·&f~c~~e:atl
o

ASTHMA

CURE

,.yffi cure you. By drugg1.Sts.
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Co~trary to the general ~mpressio.n th~t I FRAZE
R
AXLE
Amencans ere not good v10lm maker~, 1t
:s reported that there are lour large CE- aDT IK THE WORLD
tablishments in this country, each ma111:•
_.GettbeGennlne- 8oldETerywbeft.
facturing daily several doze1:s of finti
For
nbout Topeka
nd Information
instruments
aT
Kka,aas write Secretu,z.ot
•
ope " Ren.I Estate Ex•
change, 'l'OPEILi\, Kanau:'a.
Somcthlna- New
PATENTS
obtainedby E-:II._QELAnd most important. IIallelt & Co., Portland,
ington, D. c. Seudr~?;,~,.Nbotk
~~?
1;;tr~~;A1.:
Maine, can turni,s,, you work that you can do
at groat profit and lhe at home, wherever }OU
to SS per 1lny. Sample■ worth$1.50 FREB
a.re Jcc,.ted. Either s1·:ic;all ages. .A.so. P.
Lines not under the horse's feet, Adoresa
Hand, \Vestboro, )\fass.,wriiesus that he made _
Ihu,:_weua~KTY REn, HOLDER, Hol!T,lllcl>.
~60 profit in a sini:.le day. Every worker can MATH.I:UONIAL
advertl•ement•.Prlnteclfre.
make from$'> to $25 and upwards per <lav. All
1n our next Issue. Sendtbem to U r,1·t1AX.
is new, Capital no, required; vu11are atarted
Chicago. This mammoth paper,by~a.U, lilc,
■
•- s 0 td·
tl •De, Full 1>articulars free. Send your adiera&Hetrs.
dross at once.
for elrculara.
COL.8end1tamp
L. l!INO.
-------------------~!.....:~~~~!.!~~H~A~)(~~•y,
Waahington,U. O

GREISE

TOPEKA
I
$5
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Why did the Women
\

I
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of this country use over thirteen mt"llion cakes of
Procter & Gamble's Lenox Soap in 1886?
Buy a cake of Lenox and you will soon understand why.

